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Abstract
Although the multilateral moment attached to cross-border crises of the 21st century
may have generally improved the palatability of regional integration to the member
states of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and, in fact, induced
integrative institutional dynamics at the national, ASEAN regional, and interregional level furthering the management of these concerns across multiple sectors
and levels of governance outside day-to-day policies of the ASEAN member states,
effective recognition of institutional integration that has been triggered by crossborder and transboundary crises takes place only to the extent that the political
consequences remain controlled and compatible with the domestic politics of the
ASEAN member states. Through the discussion of the institutional responses to
the Asian financial crisis in 1997, the avian influenza outbreak at the end of 2003,
and the Rohingya boat people crisis in 2015 this article makes the case for this
domestic orientation and refers to institutional dynamics at the ASEAN regional
and European Union (EU)-ASEAN inter-regional level with focus on questions
of institutional cooperation, coordination, complementarity, correspondence,
compatibility, and competition. It embeds these two levels of analysis in a broader
multi-level setting encompassing the Thai national level and the broader global
level to gain a better relational understanding of the crisis-oriented institutional
dynamics of ASEAN regional and EU-ASEAN inter-regional integration.

Keywords:
ASEAN regional integration, EU-ASEAN relationship, cross-border challenges,
Asian financial crisis, avian influenza, Rohingya boat people, multi-level
governance, institutional coordination
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Introduction
While the past few decades have shown the successful integration of Southeast
Asian countries into the global economy, they have also revealed that these
integrative processes have not always been smooth-sailing, implicating greater
exposure of these countries to various severe cross-border risks and challenges of
the 21st century. Southeast Asian states have accepted that the management of these
issues demands joint efforts which can boost inter-state dialogue ideally with a
view toward optimising cooperation and eventually maximising the utility of the
limited national resources1. While Southeast Asian governments have increasingly
understood that failure to act on these vulnerabilities and challenges collaboratively
at the multiple levels of governance could lead to crises which could jeopardise the
stability of the state and the region, relevant cross-border initiatives leave room for
improvement in terms of effectiveness.
The discrepancy between the need for closer regional cooperation and the actual
follow-through has been commonly portrayed as a capacity problem and thus, a
problem mainly inherent to Southeast Asian states at the periphery of regionalisation
processes. Although this kind of portrayal rightly addresses two important issues
conditioning this discrepancy, these issues are only two within a much broader
entanglement of issues that are associated with regionalisation and globalisation
processes. At the same time, all Southeast Asian states recognise that these
contemporary risks, challenges or crises in one part of the region or even in another
part of the world could have some form of impact close to home, albeit in different
manners and manifestations, regardless of the level of development.
So far, these introductory paragraphs have treated cross-border challenges and
crises in the sense of an opportunity or policy trigger for urgent cooperative action
and enhanced intra-regional institutional integration. This challenge- or crisiscentred perspective on regional integration is relevant to the regional organisation
of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and has been particularly
applicable in the aftermath of the Asian financial crisis and other devastating crossborder crises in Southeast Asia in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Since then, there
has been an increasing re-thinking of the traditional Southeast Asian approach to
ASEAN regional cooperation and an incremental incorporation of this perspective
into the worldviews of Southeast Asian policy-makers.

Amongst others, the pooling of national resources at the regional level or mutual assistance
arrangements between ‘have’ and ‘have-not’ countries are examples for strategies of utility
maximisation when states possess limited national resources; although the enforcement of these two
practices is rather difficult in the Southeast Asian context.
1
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Nevertheless, there remains considerable hesitance on the side of ASEAN member
states to subscribe to this perspective entirely (Rüland, 2005, p.546). It can even be
said that this re-thinking in policy-making circles finds expression only on a caseby-case basis and always in consistency with the duty to the nation-state, which
is especially derived from the fact that Southeast Asian states – as rather young
nation-states – want to steer clear from setting precedents at both the national and
regional level which could interfere with their political autonomy and economic
competitiveness. Thus, although the multilateral moment attached to cross-border
challenges and crises of the 21st century has improved the palatability of ASEAN
regional integration to the member states and paved the way for the initiatives
related to the ongoing ASEAN Community-building process, the perception of
this kind of cooperative opportunity remains ambiguous and contrasts traditional
Western rationalisations.2
Nonetheless, for the purpose of analytical clarity in understanding multi-level and
cross-border governance, this article ties to existing studies of challenge- and crisisoriented ASEAN regional and EU-ASEAN inter-regional integration. Although
the urgency of these challenges and crisis situations defines the cooperative and
integrative opportunity, this article does not seek to advocate understandings of
regional integrative institutional dynamics narrowly along the lines of these
emergency scenarios. Given the prevalence of crisis-centred and populist discourse
in contemporary politics worldwide, this article sees the need to actually enhance
existing understandings about regional integration and governance rather than
make an argument in favour of crisis-centrism. It moves beyond conventional
crisis-centred treatments focused on regionalism in Western Europe and specifically
enquires the extent to which governments in Southeast Asia have either fostered
complementary or competitive institutional development at the domestic, regional,
and inter-regional levels in the aftermath of selected cross-border crises.3
This empirical focus mainly builds on the analytical premise that “less institutionalised
fora depend on the generation of cooperative momentum through crises” (MaierKnapp, 2014a, p.4). It believes that the emergency of crisis scenarios will always
challenge existing institutional structures and lend itself of explanatory value to
both ASEAN regional and EU-ASEAN inter-regional integrative dynamics (Maier-

As exemplified in this paragraph: Whereas Western actors are wary of the illiberal implications,
Southeast Asian rationalisations tread cautiously in the opposite direction and ostensibly retain
institutional divisions at the national and regional levels.
3
Although primary focus is on the ASEAN regional integrative dynamics and the relationship of
this level with the national level, this article also takes interest in the EU-ASEAN inter-regional
level as an additional analytical layer of reference for clarifying the complexity in managing challenges and crises that nullify nation-state borders and impact many levels of society.
2
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Knapp, 2010; 2011; 2014a, 2014b). Including the supplementary EU-ASEAN
inter-regional and international perspective allows an embedded discussion of
the relationship between crises and cooperation at multiple levels of governance
and hence, a more credible assessment of the national and regional institutional
dynamics and the interaction between these levels.
The inter-regional perspective is particularly useful because crises often compel
ASEAN member states to welcome external offers of assistance, of which the
support from the EU has been long-standing and of unique value for material
and policy support. That is, Southeast Asian governments are aware that crises or
crisis constructions4 can raise the level of international attention, facilitating influx
of economic and financial support which has been vital for political stability in
many instances. On the contrary, if the international attention is favourable to other
political actors than the government, this could mean political instability because
incumbent governments could feel pressured to mobilise nationalist sentiments
against assistance from the political rivals and external actors. In the case of crisis
constructions, often times, however, the ensuing international assistance itself has
already been subject to construction and is therefore to be considered as a political
means of those framing and supporting the crisis construction, although evidently
not all consequences of crisis constructions can be accounted for in scope and scale.
Against this backdrop, this article hypothesises that although crisis-centred framings
are acknowledged across-the-board all ASEAN member states as conducive to
regional integrative dynamics, effective recognition of crisis-induced and extranational cooperation and institutional integration – whether regional or interregional – is accepted only to the extent that the political consequences remain
controlled and compatible with the domestic politics of each ASEAN member state.
Through the discussion of the institutional responses to the Asian financial crisis
in 1997, the avian influenza outbreak at the end of 2003 and the Rohingya boat
people crisis in 2015 this article fleshes out the hypothesis to gain a better relational
understanding of the crisis-induced institutional integrative dynamics. This multilevel perspective distances itself from strict hierarchical conceptions of governance
and conceives the contemporary management of cross-border challenges and crises
across levels and actors as an expression of relational power integral for effective
crisis management.
The empirical discussion proceeds chronologically and substantiates the
hypothesis, firstly, by examining the trigger effect of the selected cross-border
crises for institutional development. Secondly, it elaborates on the extent to which
While crisis situations are dependent on the perspective, their political relevance only manifests
if they are constructed, perceived and claimed by those actors with political clout to set in motion
policy action.
4
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the institutional responses at the national, regional, and inter-regional levels were
dovetailed or disjunctive, referring to the following six Cs in regard to the question
of complementarity or competition of the various levels. These (inter)-institutional
Cs are cooperation, coordination, complementarity, correspondence, compatibility,
and competition.5 To offer empirical evidence and reasoning for the hypothesis
across all ten ASEAN member states and severe cross-border crises in the region
would exceed the scope of this article and thus, Thailand has been chosen as the
only country of reference for the national level.
Thailand is a fruitful case-in-point in comparison to other ASEAN member states
because it is a long-standing and more industrialised member of ASEAN which has
exhibited considerable vulnerability to cross-border crises:6 In the first case study
of the Asian financial crisis, Thailand was the first country in Southeast Asia and
one of the most severely affected ASEAN members to be hit by this crisis. The
highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) outbreaks from 2003 onwards further
underlined Thailand’s vulnerability to cross-border challenges and crises of the 21st
century. As one of the major Southeast Asian players in the global poultry industry,
Thailand’s dominance in various sectors of the regional and global poultry industry
has made it particularly susceptible to a wide range of risks and crises in this sector.
The final case study concludes with a discussion of the multi-level response to the
Rohingya boat people crisis of May 2015.
Multi-level Responses to the Asian Financial Crisis
Until the Asian financial crisis broke out in Thailand in June 1997, the country had
been experiencing considerable economic growth for over two decades. In light of
this, the Bank of Thailand and central government had pursued minimal regulatory
changes within the banking sector and allowed the laissez-faire principle full play.
So, when the Asian financial crisis hit, the existing national financial safeguards
were insufficient to counter the volatile money movements. Rather accustomed to
reaping profits of the booming economy than planning financial market policies, the
Thai government and relevant ministerial structures were suddenly overburdened
and under fire. Then Prime Minister Chavalith Yongchayud was under pressure and
resigned amidst the peak of the crisis at the end of 1997 after having accepted the
conditionality of the loans by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Whereas cooperation, coordination, and competition relate to direct inter-institutional activity, the
categories of correspondence, complementarity, and compatibility present the quality of indirect institutional relations, emphasising the referential quality over the interactive quality of a relationship.
6
Furthermore, despite recent turbulent years, Thailand is a country that holds sufficient transparency
in the sense of access to information for understanding the domestic and international power politics
which underlie the institutional landscape.
5
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Backed by IMF expertise and loans, Thailand embarked on structural reforms
in accordance with the IMF guidelines and later on, mainly in compliance with
the Basel II Accord. These reforms included, amongst others, measures of debt
restructuration and recapitalisation which underlined the significance of the global
financial market regulations in the rehabilitation of Thailand’s financial system.
This development post-Asian financial crisis displayed the increasing institutional
correspondence and regulatory compatibility between the national and international
level. Concomitantly, the strict IMF conditionality fuelled voices in Thailand and
other ASEAN member states in favour of ASEAN integration and the creation of
an alternative regional lending capacity in times of crisis.
Prominently, Foreign Minister of Thailand, Surin Pitsuwan, advocated this proASEAN position at the annual Asia-Pacific Roundtable (APR) in Kuala Lumpur
on 1 June 1998. His words were not directed against the IMF, but rather sought to
spur a more pro-active ASEAN when he said that ASEAN member states could
“no longer afford to adopt a non-committal stance and avoid passing judgement on
events in a member country, simply on the grounds of ‘non-interference’” (Pitsuwan
1998). While the then Thai Foreign Minister’s remarks appealed to the civil societal
audience at the APR and reflected consequential reasoning in the wake of the Asian
financial crisis, these outspoken words met reservations in his home country and
only little open support at the ASEAN level.
Although ASEAN regional integrative dynamics took off in the aftermath of the
crisis, these integrative dynamics took place primarily in the wider ASEAN Plus
Three (APT) framework focusing on the extension of the intra-ASEAN bilateral
swap arrangements. These existing regional arrangements dated from the time of the
oil crisis in the 1970s when recession had hit the Western world and necessitated the
ASEAN member states to consider creating their own regional lending capacity. On
5 August 1977 at the ASEAN Summit in Kuala Lumpur, these swap arrangements
were adopted by ASEAN member states but remained relatively inactive over the
years. On 1 December 1997, ASEAN member states convened a Special Meeting
of the ASEAN Finance Ministers7 in Kuala Lumpur to manage the crisis. Amongst
other commitments, the member states were dedicated to an overhaul of the swap
arrangements.
Envisaged amendments to the swap arrangements finally became effective once
they were worked out in the APT framework in Chiang Mai in 2000. At this APT
Summit, the ten ASEAN member states and the three East Asian partners of China,
This meeting affirmed the previous commitment made at the ASEAN Finance and Central Bank
Deputies’ Meeting in November 1997 and other high-level meetings about the creation of a regional
financing arrangement which could supplement international arrangements. However, it remained
similarly vague in naming concrete ASEAN regional measures and, seemingly, did not generate a
new impetus for tangible institutional integration at the regional level.
7
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Japan, and South Korea agreed on the expansion of the functions, allocation
of quotas and memberships of the swap arrangements. This so-called Chiang
Mai Initiative (CMI) marked the beginning of the extended bilateralisation and
multilateralisation processes of the swap arrangements. The motivation for this
development originated in the helplessness and frustration during the crisis having
left ASEAN member states and other Asian countries yearning for intra-Asian
structures to promote national and regional resilience. While CMI complements
the role of the international financial institutions, its functions display a high degree
of competition to those of the structures at the global level. This said, CMI’s use
or rather non-use suggest that there is continuous preference for crisis- or riskresponsive interaction between the national and international financial architectures.
Even though the international financial institutions have been the central
international force behind the response and recovery of the Asian financial markets,
there were also some distinct EU-Asian inter-regional activities visible. In light of
the Myanmar crisis within the EU-ASEAN inter-regional relationship, the interregional efforts have been mainly channelled through the broader inter-regional
framework of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM). Various pledges and initiatives
were launched at the ASEM Summits and Finance Ministers Meetings to assist the
reform process in Southeast Asian countries financially and technically through
country- and region-focused initiatives. These projects mainly aimed at keeping the
markets open and creating an environment conducive to cooperation encouraging
deeper restructuration activities of the IMF (Maier-Knapp, 2014a, pp.36-45).
In sum, the Asian financial crisis has acted as a catalyst for increased regional, and to a
lesser extent inter-regional, integrative dynamics which complemented the domestic
and global level of response. The reform processes in Thailand post-Asian financial
crisis indicate that the institutional correspondence and compatibility has increased
particularly between the national and global financial architectures. This is not to
say that institutional disjuncture at and competition between the various levels of
governance have decreased. It is rather that the financial frameworks at the various
levels have become more dovetailed, so that the potential for regulatory conflict on
macro-issues has been mitigated. Ultimately, however, the financial sector is a key
pillar of a nation-state’s sovereignty and wealth; and therefore, national interests of
ASEAN member states will remain the overarching determinants of institutional
development, conflict, and competition.
Multi-level Responses to the Avian Influenza Outbreaks in 2003& 2004
At the end of 2003, poultry deaths in Vietnam and Thailand indicated that the
recent outbreaks of the Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) type A H5N1
amongst poultry may have spread to Southeast Asia. Having just recovered from
9
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the Asian financial crisis and the struggle with the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS), Thailand was confronted yet with another cross-border crisis.
Thai government authorities initially identified these outbreaks amongst poultry as
instances of fowl cholera or Newcastle disease (Maier-Knapp, 2014a, p.77). When
on 23 January 2004, however, the first human case from Kanchanaburi was tested
positive to H5N1 in a laboratory outside of Thailand, the government immediately
informed the public that Thailand was affected by HPAI and the Ministry of Public
Health (MOPH) and its Bureau of Epidemiology began with the surveillance of
human cases.
The government further initiated poultry surveillance and laboratory testing
programmes led by the Department of Livestock Development (DLD) within the
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (Tiensin et al., 2005, pp.1664-1665).
While the first few swabs from poultry in mid-January were tested in laboratories
outside of Thailand, the National Institute of Health under MOPH took over this
task soon thereafter. Once laboratory testing confirmed HPAI, DLD was in charge
of enforcing the culling of the infected flock and the implementation of the safety
radius in cooperation with local police (Tiensin et al., 2005, p.1665). The large-scale
culling of infected animals allowed an effective disruption of transmission cycles,
but often times it was pre-emptive which did not wait for laboratory confirmation
(Gilbert et al., 2006, p. 227). In view of the spread of the disease and the 23%
decline in poultry meat exports8, the practice of pre-emptive culling appeared
necessary. However, it was ordered by the central government against the will of
many local authorities and farmers in the affected provinces and hence, strained
relations between the provinces and the central agencies in Bangkok.
This inter-institutional tension exemplifies the necessity to move beyond the
multi-level perspective of this article and incorporate the sub-national levels, since
institutional developments at these levels may not necessarily align with central
government policies.9 Furthermore, institutional preferences at the sub-national
level may display greater compatibility with developments at the international
level than with those at the national level. Although in this instance, in Thailand,
it was recognised at an early stage by the central government that strategies of
disease control had to go hand-in-hand with efforts of raising public confidence at
This figure refers to the 4th quarter of 2003 and the 1st quarter of 2004, as depicted on page 1007 in
an article by Burgos and Burgos from 2007.
8

Whereas Burgos and Burgos (2007) have argued from a state-centred perspective on responses to HPAI, describing the variation in responsibility across Southeast Asian countries dependent on the degree of centralisation, Maier-Knapp (2015) has shown through
the example of disaster management that Thailand’s domestic power politics can make
void central government orders across sectors/issues, particularly in the enforcement and
implementation phase.
9
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the local level, resources were nonetheless mainly made available for
culling and meant lesser attention to compensation, public relations, and
disease reporting (cf. Gilbert et al., 2008, p. 4771). All in all, all institutions
at the various levels have been attempting to closely coordinate the
responses and have invested significant resources at the respective levels10.
While the Thai government counted on a national response defined by culling
and compensation over a vaccination-based response for reasons of efficiency
and capacity, it also aimed for long-term prevention and sought to build up its
own vaccinal laboratory facilities in accordance with the National Strategic Plan
for Avian Influenza Control and National Strategic Plan for Influenza Pandemic
Preparedness. Similarly to the international financial institutions in the previous
section, the global human and animal health institutions, namely the World Health
Organisation (WHO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) played
a vital role in supporting Thailand with the implementation of the national plans.
In particular, the reports from WHO and OIE have provided central references
for future capacity-building initiatives across the multiple sectors and levels of
governance.
Since early 2004, the position of these international organisations within the global
governance structure of disease prevention was further consolidated through the
implementation of international initiatives like the Global Framework for the
progressive control of Transboundary Animal Diseases (GF-TAD). Important for
the argumentation here is that this GF-TAD framework, for example, actively spells
out closer partnerships between regional organisations, including ASEAN and the
international organisations. In spite of this provision within GF-TAD and other
international initiatives launched in the early 2000s which are favourable to greater
institutional coordination, compatibility, and complementarity between the regional
and global level, developments within such global health frameworks thus far have
mainly revealed the interest of individual ASEAN countries in strengthening the
relationship with the global level.
The activities at the ASEAN regional level were similarly non-committal. The
SARS outbreak earlier in 2003 may have triggered protocols on reporting and
responsive action of cross-border diseases, however, only a few Southeast Asian
countries drew upon these existing protocols and alerted their neighbours and the
international organisations when HPAI broke out a year later (Thomas, 2006, p.
923). While – in the aftermath of the official HPAI confirmation in the region –
the ASEAN member states looked like they committed to concrete regional action
For example, the nationwide door-to-door survey conducted by MOPH and the Ministry of
Agriculture and Cooperatives in close collaboration with local authorities and volunteers at the end
of 2004 has been frequently named as a good example showcasing effective use of resources and
cooperation across the various domestic levels.
10
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at the 7th ASEAN Health Ministers Meeting in April 2004 and the 10th and 11th
ASEAN Summits11, the regional agenda in the end borrowed mainly from ongoing
national policies, which themselves reflected the standards and practices devised
by WHO and other international organisations of the United Nations (UN) system.
Nevertheless, the crisis has stimulated greater discussion, capacity, and institutional
coordination at the ASEAN regional level, displaying the interest of ASEAN member
states in sharing information and exploring the opportunity for inter-governmental
cooperation. The effectiveness of the ASEAN regional integrative activities,
however, depended and still depends on the extent to which, first, international
donors and, secondly, more affluent ASEAN member states are willing to further
equitable solutions, sharing scarce resources such as vaccines and testing facilities.
Amidst the HPAI crisis, some officials have even enthused about the possibility to
coordinate a division of competency amongst the five wealthiest ASEAN member
states to help those lesser developed ASEAN member states with the combat of
HPAI (Thomas, 2006, p. 929).
Here, it is important to differentiate between wealthier ASEAN member states that
do not hold stakes in the global poultry industry and those that are major poultryexporting countries like Thailand. Investing into ASEAN risk-preventive regulations
and institutions for a timely and free flow of information is conditionally beneficial
to Thailand and only acceptable, if its competitiveness can be advanced through
regional integration that is pro-trade and anti-risk at the same time. This is not to
say that intra-ASEAN competition determines the depth of regional integration to
combat HPAI. However, this domestic market rationale appears to be the key factor
in understanding the hesitance of ASEAN member states.
Generally speaking, crisis-induced regional, as well as to a lesser extent interregional, integrative dynamics are accepted only to the extent they do not create
legal precedents that could interfere with a government’s duty to the nation-state.
Thus, the reflection of national and international guidelines at the regional level
proceeds often times cautiously. Nevertheless Thailand has recognised that riskand crisis-preventive cooperation is vital in maintaining market competitiveness
and accepts that certain issue- or geography-specific alliances, coalitions of the
willing, or sub-regionalisms can offer alternative regional integrative pathways of
response without the loss of face of ASEAN.
Specifically, in the wake of the HPAI crisis, Thailand has enhanced bilateral
and multilateral cooperation with Laos and Vietnam which are important transit
and processing countries of Thai poultry exports. Furthermore, it is engaging
Amongst others, the Summits articulated the creation of the ASEAN Outbreak Response Teams,
HPAI Task Force, ASEAN Expert Group on Communicable Diseases, Regional Framework for
Control and Eradication of HPAI and ASEAN Animal Health Trust Fund.
11
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these countries on the topic within the Ayeyawaddy-Chao Praya-Mekong
Economic Cooperation Strategy (ACMECS) and Mekong basin sub-regional fora
(Chunsuttiwat, 2008, p.40). In the wider East Asian region, the similarity in crisis
affectedness by the Asian financial crisis and the HPAI outbreaks has stimulated
closer multilateral cooperation with China in the early 2000s, in particular. At the
institutional level, this clearly evinced within APT12 through the establishment of
the first APT Health Ministers Meeting in 2004 and the East Asia Summit which
produced various joint declarations and initiatives, including a virus monitoring
network agreed upon in December 2005.13
At the inter-regional level, the EU as the largest importer of poultry from Thailand
followed with interest the developments in the winter of 2003/04 in Southeast Asia
and immediately placed a ban on poultry imports from affected countries once HPAI
was confirmed. Possessing expertise, financial capacity, and the goodwill to share
information and resources, the EU and its member states especially assisted the
lower-income Southeast Asian countries through bilateral channels (Maier-Knapp,
2011). In this context, the European Commission funded, for example, activities
which aimed at addressing some cultural root causes of pandemic vulnerability
(Maier-Knapp, 2011). Within the wider inter-regional frameworks of ASEM, joint
declarations, workshops, seminars, and the ASEM vaccine stockpile project were
initiated. While the HPAI crisis may have raised EU awareness of Southeast Asia
in relation to food safety, tourism, and trade, it has not triggered an integrated
inter-regional response. Rather it appears that European engagement has focused
on niche areas and generally sees itself embedded within the work of multilateral
global institutions spearheaded by the UN system.
Multi-level Responses to the Rohinyga Boat Crisis of May 2015
As many other Rohingya people before them, a group of Rohingya people embarked
on a precarious journey and was left adrift on the Andaman Sea in early 2015. When
they finally neared the coastline of Thailand in May 2015, Thailand’s Royal Navy
proceeded as usual ensuring that the boat stayed at sea and that these migrants did
not reach the shores of Thailand. Fortunate coincidence for this group of Rohingya
boat people was that the one year mark of the military coup on 22 May 2015 was
Please see the previous discussion of the CMI in the context of the Asian financial crisis on page
X.
13
According to Coker and Mounier in an article from 2006, the role of Hong Kong within China’s
rapprochement to Southeast Asia is particularly noteworthy. Hong Kong has been attentive to the
Southeast Asian implications of the SARS and HPAI pandemics and actively incorporated issues
and measures into its national preparedness plan which could also be of interest and applicable to
Southeast Asia.
12
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just around the corner and that this put pressure on the Thai government to steer
clear from international attention: For the military junta, priority was to avoid any
inconveniences that could interfere and further delay the restoration of peace and
order in the country.
However, reports about the plight of these Rohingya boat people by international
human rights organisations and media led to a considerable international outcry,
compelling the Thai government to act on this issue and the overall issue of
trafficking in persons. While the initial national response was limited to turning
away the boat and dropping off food from helicopters, greater national efforts
followed after intensive international condemnation to these actions which included
the American downgrade of Thailand to a Tier 3 country. Thailand is now ranked
at the same level as Iraq and North Korea on matters of trafficking in persons. In
light of other severe revelations of slavery in the fishing industry and the discovery
of trafficking camps along Thailand’s borders, the Thai government understood the
necessity to display sincere and comprehensive commitments this time and hence,
Thai government officials attempted to appease the international community and
halt further crisis construction.
While international pressure has been exerted sporadically in the years before
this incident, the pressure this time came from societal, media, and governmental
actors; so to speak, from the entire spectrum of the trinity of modern international
politics. The pressure was prolonged and seemingly exerted with the calculus that
a military government with deficits relating to moral action and legitimacy will
see greater need to act. Specifically, in this instance it was Thailand’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs which had to pour oil on troubled water through a paradoxical
balancing act, joining in the rhetoric of a Rohingya boat people crisis in a similar
vein to the international community. While this may point to diverging interministerial approaches and understandings of this matter, this seemingly incoherent
representation of Thailand is not an uncommon phenomenon of foreign policy
actors given the many personalities, interests, competencies, and audiences behind
the external representation of the government apparatus.
Above all, this inconsistency and Thailand’s general handling of human rights issues
suggested that the boat people issue was of secondary importance to the military
government. In fact, one could get the impression that ASEAN governments, in
general, have been disinterested in investing in questions of human rights other
than in crisis situations. Relegating the treatment of the boat people to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the ASEAN regional level presented therefore the most
appropriate institutional solution, mitigating the burden on domestic politics. At
the same time, this relegation enhanced the value of the regional level because the
issue was repackaged to a regional concern.
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In addition to the opportune timing for this moral pressure by the international
community, the cross-border complexity of this issue also forced Thailand to
actively engage its neighbours in problem-solving. Commonly known that the
Rohingya refugee problem is a regional problem that finds its roots particularly
in the plight of the Rohingya people in Rakhine State in Myanmar, any serious
management of this long-standing issue on the Thai side would require at the least
the involvement of Myanmar, Bangladesh, and the Islamic destination countries
of Malaysia and Indonesia. Recognising these regional implications of Thailand’s
boat people problem, Thai Foreign Ministry officials called for a special ASEAN
meeting on 27 May 2015.
Prior to the special ASEAN meeting, the Thai government committed to uphold its
responsibility in accordance with international law – although not having signed
the UN’s Refugee Convention from 1951, the Convention relating to the Status of
Stateless Persons from 1954, and the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness
from 1961 – at a trilateral meeting with Indonesian and Malaysian counterparts
in Putrajaya on 20 May 2015. The joint statement signed by these three countries
speaks of a crisis situation and the necessity for ASEAN member states to soften
their stance, welcome stranded Rohingya for the time being, and assume an active
role through the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Transnational Crime, the ASEAN
Convention on Trafficking in Persons and other high-level ASEAN meetings.
Then, one week later at the ASEAN special meeting, representatives of these three
ASEAN member states met with other ASEAN member states, UN agencies, and
international country partners including the US, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Iran,
New Zealand, Australia, Switzerland, and Japan to agree on a variety of common
objectives. The representatives acknowledged that the effective management of this
problem required resolve of the root causes and also sought long-term solutions. In
the aftermath of the meeting, the Thai government carried out a variety of activities
including temporary helicopter surveillance and more frequent naval patrols of the
Andaman coastline.
Essentially, the problem at the ASEAN level of response was that regional cooperation
on refugee matters only existed effectively within the wider Comprehensive Plan
of Action for Indochinese Refugees dating back to the period from June 1989
until 1997. The problem with the newer ASEAN Community provisions is that
they mainly address skilled and regular migration, while the framework of the
Bali Process established by the Asia-Pacific countries in consultation with the
UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), International Organisation for
Migration (IOM), and UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in 2002 takes
an underutilised and indirect approach. In light of this lack of specific guidelines
and experiences at the regional level, this crisis was an opportunity to promote a
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balanced Community-building process that paid attention to questions of irregular
migration and stateless people. It might have been hoped for that more space could
have been carved out for non-governmental and transnational actors to influence
ASEAN’s political and human rights agenda and moderate the economic primacy
of the Community-building process thus far.
Most importantly, this political moment has to be seen in relation to the broader
political dynamics of the Asia-Pacific region chiming with various great power
strategies of balancing power. Hence, it has been mainly those countries and
organisations interested in the worldwide promotion of human rights which have
participated at the activities related to the May crisis. From this perspective, the
Rohingya issue can be seen as part of a great political game to define spheres of
influence. At first glance, the Rohingya boat people issue is a balancing act for
Thailand in terms of legal precedents and political pressure. At second glance,
it is an important playing field for liberal-democratic stakeholders to shape the
ideological and political orientations of the region.
This broad perspective on the crisis narrative makes clear why the Thai government
has been keen to act swiftly and defuse the crisis situation before a good deal more
implications could unfold. In the end, the Rohingya boat people crisis of May 2015
has neither proven to be a major stumbling block for the Thai military government,
nor has it led the government to persuade fellow ASEAN member states pro-actively
to find a far-reaching ASEAN political resolve of the issue. Future handling of this
matter, under this as well as subsequent governments of the Kingdom of Thailand,
is expected to be in a similar relegated and cautious fashion, compatible, and at a
comfortable pace to domestic politics. At the same time, this can of worms – that
Thailand’s military government will surely not open for the time being – has been
an opportunity for the transnational and international level to become active and
consider initiatives to assist national efforts. This has been the case for the EUASEAN inter-regional level regarding the EU’s targeted pressure on Thailand in
the fishery sector:
After the May 2015 revelations of mass graves, trafficking, and slavery, the official
EU-ASEAN dialogue on issues of migration has gained momentum and has seen
the European Commission pressuring Thailand with economic sanctions in the
fishery sector to combat illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. Prima
facie, this demand for reform in the fishery sector seemed unconnected to the
Rohingya boat people problem. But when taking into consideration that the boat
of the Rohingya people in the May crisis of 2015 has been a Thai fishing trawler
modified to transport persons, the registration of fishing trawlers and other legal
changes within the fishery sector are indirect actions to combat human trafficking
and forced labour.
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By sharing practices and standards the EU enhances institutional correspondence
and compatibility between the Thai and EU/international authorities involved
in fisheries. On the one hand, the European Commission has assisted Thailand
constructively with this reform process, while, on the other, it has built on its
economic leverage and Thailand’s economic and political vulnerability to compel
Thailand to move this reform process forward within the given timeframes. Even
though this kind of economic pressure is conducive to good governance and
improves regulations in the fisheries and related sectors, it can also be viewed
ambiguously since it both integrates and exposes the domestic level to forces of the
global economy. Nevertheless, it has all in all enhanced the legal and institutional
pathways for the Thai government to show greater dedication to democratic
principles and human rights.
Conclusion
In recognition of the multilateral moment connected to cross-border crises of
the 21st century, the preceding paragraphs have discussed selected institutional
responses at the national, ASEAN regional, and EU-ASEAN inter-regional level
to the Asian financial crisis, the HPAI crisis, and the Rohingya boat people crisis.
The discussion took interest in tracing the degree of institutional cooperation,
coordination, correspondence, complementarity, compatibility, and competition at
the various levels of governance to flesh out the hypothesis which put forward:
Although crisis-centred framings are acknowledged across-the-board all ASEAN
member states as conducive to regional integrative dynamics, effective recognition
of crisis-induced cooperation and institutional integration – whether regional or
inter-regional – is accepted only to the extent that the political consequences remain
controlled and compatible with the domestic politics of each ASEAN member state.
The empirical discussion began with the case of the Asian financial crisis and
selected responsive actions at the national, regional, and inter-regional/international
level. These responses revealed the important role of the international financial
institutions in shaping the national response both in the short- and long-term.
Technical and financial assistance from the IMF was vital, but, at the same time, the
crisis triggered Southeast Asian interest in enhancing a regional lending capacity
to pre-empt and manage future crises. Although overall ASEAN and APT regional
integrative efforts largely corresponded to Thailand’s needs and institutional
developments, this compatibility and complementarity to the national level was
sometimes competitive to the global level as demonstrated through the example of
the CMI. This discussion further outlined the trigger effect of the financial crisis
on the EU-Asia/ASEAN inter-regional level, describing the initiatives within
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the ASEM framework, in particular, as complementary to ongoing national and
international measures.
The prevalence of the national-domestic interactivity along the lines of the six Cs
has been further confirmed by the second case study of HPAI. This crisis triggered
greater capacity-building and pandemic awareness at the national and regional
level, albeit strongly influenced by the institutions of the UN system. At the
ASEAN regional level, Thailand recognised that the variation in affectedness and
the competition within the global poultry market between some ASEAN member
states would complicate the promotion of lasting ASEAN regional structures
that could support Thailand’s national interests in the poultry sector and hence,
it pursued actively bilateral, sub-regional, and international cooperation efforts in
addition to its engagement at the ASEAN level. Amongst others, this meant that –
similarly to the case of the financial crisis – the HPAI crisis acted as a catalyst for
greater Chinese-Southeast Asian coordination. Most importantly, this discussion
of responses to HPAI highlighted intra-domestic cleavages and questions about
institutional complementarity, compatibility, and correspondence between the
national level and sub-national levels.
The Rohingya crisis in 2015 exhibited Thailand’s interest in regional cooperation
and international assistance. The military government was swift to relegate
this matter to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the regional level to ease the
political pressure. Thailand’s immediate activism defused the international crisis
constructions and spurred ASEAN and wider Asia-Pacific dialogue. While the EUASEAN inter-regional level remained rather passive during the Rohingya crisis and
the revelations of slavery in the fishing industry – although primarily concerning
Indonesian and not Thai fishing trawlers – and trafficking camps, the EU went
to put pressure on Thailand through the threat of banning Thai fish exports if the
country did not follow-through with measures against IUU fishing. This targeted
economic pressure on Thailand’s fishing sector has led to effective responses to
meet IUU standards and opened up regulatory space for future management of
human rights issues in the fisheries and related sectors.
All three empirical discussions have shown that ASEAN regional and, to a lesser
extent EU-ASEAN inter-regional, integrative dynamics have been triggered and
spurred by cross-border crises. It has further illustrated that institutional capacity
and therefore, overall preparedness to cross-border challenges and crises has
improved at all levels of governance. Although these two levels did not function
as the primary level of response, they were complementary and conducive to
cooperation at the national and global level. The discussion furthermore revealed
that the national level essentially reflected the institutional guidelines of the global
level and that ASEAN member states, in turn, took interest in projecting some of
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these international guidelines and practices under way at the domestic level to
the ASEAN regional level. On the basis of the three case studies, it appears that
the addressed layers of governance are not distinct and that despite institutional
disjuncture and competition, the levels represent an evolving and embedded system
of governance of cross-level influence and complementarity.
In conclusion, however, it is important to bear in mind that even though the idea
of regional and inter-regional integration has become more palatable to Southeast
Asian states and the opportunity for incremental institutional integration has
increased at the various levels, national will and interests continue to be the
decisive determinants of the extent to which the regional and inter-regional
integrative efforts will proceed. Concomitantly, it is also noteworthy that, because
there is greater recognition of the multilateral moment and the important role of
non-governmental actors in assisting state authorities in the management of crossborder crises of the 21st century, questions about multi-level governance will
be increasingly interwoven with ideas of governance beyond the state. This deemphasises the institutional perspective and underlines the analytical necessity to
pay closer attention to complex relationships or networks of non-governmental
actors to which this article has provided an opening discussion from a specific
ASEAN and EU-ASEAN perspective.
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Abstract
This paper aims to conduct a comparative study and to examine whether Malaysia’s
exports to its trade partner in Asia would be more beneficial than its counterpart in
Europe. For this purpose, the current study examines Malaysia’s exports to Japan
and Germany and their impacts on Malaysia’s economic development. The current
study uses three types of econometric analysis, namely the unit root test, the cointegration test and the causality test. The empirical findings indicated three main
points. Firstly, the ADF unit root test showed that income and exports are integrated
of order one. In other words, these variables could be considered as stationary
process at the first difference. Secondly, the EG test indicated that there would be
no long-run relationship between income and exports from Malaysia to Japan. The
co-integration test showed that there would be no long-run relationship between
income and exports from Malaysia to Germany. Finally, the Granger causality test
showed that there would be no causal relationship between income and exports
from Malaysia to Japan. By contrast, the causality test indicated that there would
be a causal relationship between exports from Malaysia to Germany and economic
development in Malaysia.
Keywords:
Malaysia, economic development, international trade, Asia-Europe
Introduction
There is a debate among economists whether exports are beneficial to economic
development. Proponents of exports stress the positive relationship between
economic development and exports. There are four main advantages to focus on
export led economic development. Firstly, export expansion induces exporting
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countries to focus on productions of goods and service in which these countries
have a comparative advantage. Secondly, exports allow exporting countries
to access the consumers on a global scale. Thirdly, export activities reduce the
production costs in the exporting countries by improving production efficiencies
and achieving a better allocation of available resources. Finally, export expansion
allow exporting countries to increase imports of necessary intermediate goods
and machineries, and better equipment (Balassa, 1978; Fosu, 1990). On the other
hand, the opponents of exports stress the negative relationship between economic
development and exports. These researchers asserted that exports create an
unnecessary dependency of developing countries on developed economies. These
theory is known as the dependency theory of international trade. According to this
proposition, developing countries have become a provider of natural resources and
market for the manufacturing goods produced by developed countries (Ram, 1985;
Ram, 1987).
From a historical perspective, the “import-substitution industrialisation” (ISI) was a
very popular development policy in the 1960s. However, the rapid industrialisation
and high economic growth in Asian countries, such as Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Singapore, offered an alternative and very successful approach, namely the
“export-promotion industrialisation” (EPI) in the 1970s. Since then, many developing
countries, including Malaysia, adopted the “export-led growth” strategy (Balassa,
1978; Bahmani-Oskooee and Alse, 1993; Ahmad and Harnhirun, 1996; BahmaniOskooee et. al., 2005). Despite its popularity among policymakers in developing
countries, the export-development nexus was confirmed by empirical findings. In
other words, researchers failed to produce a consistent empirical evidence to probe
the validity of the export-led growth (ELG) hypothesis (Bahmani-Oskooee and
Alse, 1993; Awokuse, 2003; Tang, Lai and Ozturk, 2015).
Against such backdrop, this paper chooses Malaysia as a case study to examine
the export-development nexus for the period of 1980-2015. Particularly, this paper
aims to conduct a comparative study and to examine whether Malaysia’s export
to one of its major trading partners in Asia is more beneficial than a counterpart in
Europe. For this purpose, the current study examines Malaysia’s exports to Japan
and Germany and their impact on Malaysia’s economic development. It analyses the
role of these countries’ trade with Malaysia in the process of economic development
in Malaysia. The main justification to choose Japan and Germany is that these
countries are major exporting countries in the world. Both countries are important
trade partners with Malaysia and their exports to Malaysia have significant impact
on the country’s economic development. For the purpose of the visual inspection,
the total values of Malaysia’s exports to Japan (EXJ) and Germany (EXG) and
Gross Domestic Product in Malaysia (GDP) is depicted in Figure 1. As the figure
clearly indicates, there is a positive relationship among three variables. The total
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value of exports from Malaysia to Japan amounted to US$2.9 billion in 1980 and
increased to US$4.5 billion in 1990, further to US$12.7 billion in 2000. On other
hand, total value of exports from Malaysia to Germany amounted to US$0.4 billion
in 1980 and increased to US$1.1 billion in 1990, further to US$2.4 billion in 2000.
During the same period, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Malaysia increased
from US$26.3 billion in 1980 to US$47.2 billion in 1990, further to US$100.7
billion in 2000. Furthermore, the total value of exports from Malaysia to Japan
amounted to US$13.1 billion in 2005 and increased to US$20.7 billion in 2010 and
decreased to US$18.9 billion in 2015. By contrast, the total value of export from
Japan to Germany increased from US$2.9 billion in 2005 and increased to US$5.4
billion in 2010 and decreased to US$5.0 billion in 2015. During the same period,
the GDP in Malaysia increased from US$148.2 billion in 2005 to US$255.5 billion
in 2010, further to US$297.0 billion in 2015 (Thomson Reuters, 2016).
Figure 1: Malaysia’s exports to Japan and Germany and economic development
Exports (in US$ million)

GDP (in US$ million)
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Source: Thomson Reuters (2016)
Notes: EXJ denotes the total amount of exports from Malaysia to Japan, EXM
denotes the total amount of exports from Malaysia to Germany, GDP denotes the
Gross Domestic Product in Malaysia
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This paper consists of five sections. Following this introductory section, the second
section reviews briefly previous studies on the relationship between exports and
economic development. The third section of this paper discusses data and research
methods. The fourth section reports the empirical finding before the final section
concludes this paper.
Literature review
There is a wealth of literature on the relationship between exports and economic
development since the 1940s. A pioneer analysis on the impact of exports on the
economic development in the developing countries was published in the leading
economics journal, Quarterly Journal of Economics (QJE) in 1947. Stolper (1947)
pointed out that traditional trade theory assumed an income-generating effect of
exports and an income-destructing effect of imports. Under these assumptions,
the balanced growth of international trade would have no impact on the economic
development because the positive effects of exports are offset by the negative effect
of imports. However, Stolper (1947) asserted a balanced growth of trade could be
beneficial when increase in trade would induce the higher domestic expenditure.
Another pioneering study on the cyclical effects of exports was published in
Quarterly Journal of Economics (QJE) in 1972. Blumenthal pointed out that the
cyclical hypothesis of exports assumed stabilising effects of exports. Under this
assumption, exports would increase in the economic downturn and exports would
decrease in the economic boom. He empirically tested this hypothesis by choosing
Japan for the period of 1951-1968 as the case study. Blumenthal asserted that there
would be no statistically significant negative relationship between exports and
income. However, he claimed that empirical findings do not offer any empirical
evidence to prove the cyclical hypothesis of exports (Blumenthal, 1972).
In 1978, Balassa (1978) made a significant contribution to existing literature on the
export-development nexus by testing the export-led growth (ELG) hypothesis. The
ELG hypothesis made a bold assumption that the export-oriented industrialisation
(EOI) policy promotes a better economic performance than the import-substitution
industrialization (ISI) policy. Under this assumption, the EOI policy promotes a
better allocation of resources according to the comparative advantage. Balassa
(1978) empirically examined the export-development nexus in eleven developing
countries for the period of 1960-1973. He concluded that there is a strong correlation
between exports and economic development (Balassa, 1978). However, Ram
(1985) claimed that there are some economists who stressed the negative effects of
export expansion in the economic development in the developing countries. These
researchers tend to view the trade as a tool to exploit developing countries. Ram
(1985) examined the relationship between exports and economic development in
seventy-three countries for the period of 1960-1977. He claimed that there is a
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positive non-significant relationship between exports and income in these countries
(Ram, 1985). Another empirical study was conducted by Ram (1985). He asserted
that the exports promote economic development in the developing countries by
increasing the benefits of comparative advantage, providing a larger market for
their products, achieving a higher level of utilisation and promoting technological
innovation. He employed the ordinary least squares (OLS) method to examine the
export-development nexus in eighty-eight countries for the period of 1960-1982. He
concluded that exports are beneficial to economic development in these countries
(Ram, 1987).
Since the 1990s, researchers applied the causality test to examine the exportdevelopment nexus in developing countries. For example, Dodaro (1993) pointed
out that previous studies did not incorporate the causal analysis on the relationship
between exports and economic development. Dodaro (1993) used the Granger
causality test to examine the causal relationship between exports and economic
development in eighty-seven countries for the period of 1967-1986. He concluded
that there is a very weak empirical evidence to probe a causality between exports
and economic development (Dodaro, 1993). On the other hand, Bahmani-Oskooee
and Alse (1993) pointed out that previous studies of causal relationship between
exports and economic development failed to produce consistent empirical findings.
There are three main methodological problems in the aforementioned studies.
Firstly, the previous studies did not pay attention to cointegrating relationship
between exports and economic development. Secondly, the previous studies tended
to ignore the nonstationary process of income and exports time-series. Thirdly,
the previous studies faced a problem of the small number of observations. These
researchers applied the error-correction model (ECM) method to examine the
export-development nexus in the nine developing countries for the period of 19731988. They pointed out that there is bidirectional causality between exports and
income in these nine developing countries (Bahmani-Oskooee and Alse, 1993).
Furthermore, Kwan and Kwok (1995) applied the Granger causality test to examine
the export-led development hypothesis in China for the period of 1952-1985. They
pointed out that the linear regression analysis of the export-development nexus
could not be used to examine the casual direction between exports and income. In
the case that there would be bidirectional causality between exports and income,
the findings from the linear regression analysis were not consistent. Kwan and
Kwok (1995) pointed out that the Granger causality test rejected null hypothesis of
no causality from exports to income. It means that their findings offer the empirical
evidence to prove the export-led development industrialization strategy (Kwan and
Kwok, 1995).
In the case of Malaysia, Ahmad and Harnhirun (1996) examined the relationship
between exports and income in the five ASEAN countries, including Malaysia,
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for the period of 1966-1988. They pointed out that the successful story of rapid
industrialisation of the Asian newly industrialising economies (NICs) induced
other Asian countries, such as these ASEAN countries, to purse the export-oriented
industrialisation policy. They claimed that some ASEAN countries successfully
implemented industrialisation program and other countries were less successful.
Ahmad and Harnhirun (1996) also applied the Granger causality test for their
empirical analysis. The Granger test failed to reject the null hypothesis of no causality
from exports to income while the causality test rejected the null hypothesis of reverse
causality. This means that there is a unidirectional causality from income to exports,
but not vice versa (Ahmad and Harnhirun, 1996). Moreover, Doraisami (1996) also
examines the export-development nexus in Malaysia for the period of 1963-1993.
The researcher suggested that Verdoorn’s law claims a positive association between
productivity growth and output growth. In this context, the expansion of exports
would contribute to economic development through productivity growths induced
by an increase in the economy of scale. The researcher also commented that rubber
and tin dominated more than two-third of Malaysia’s export in the 1960s. However,
the Malaysian government introduced an attractive incentive for foreign investment
in the 1980s and as a result manufactured goods dominated more than seventy
percent of total exports in the 1990s. Doraisami (1996) used the Granger causality
test to examine the export-development nexus in Malaysia for the period of 19631993. The Granger causality test rejected the null hypothesis of no causality from
exports to income and the test also rejected the null hypothesis of reverse causality.
The researcher concluded that there is a bidirectional causality between income and
exports in the country (Doraisami, 1996).
In the 2000s, the empirical analysis of relationship between exports and economic
development still remained a popular topic for research. Researchers applied more
advanced econometric methods for their empirical analysis. For example, El-Sakka
and Al-Mutairi (2000) used the Sims causality test and the Geweke causality test
to examine the export-development nexus in sixteen Arab countries for the period
of 1970-1999. They claimed the positive role of exports in the process of economic
development can be expressed as a virtuous circle in the export-development
nexus. The expansion of exports would induce exporting countries to discover
their comparative advantage and it leads to the higher utilisation of resources and
rapid economic growth. It would further realise economics of scale and it eases
the exporting countries from foreign exchange constrains. In the end, this process
improves the productivity of exporting countries. El-Sakka and Al-Mutairi (2000)
pointed out that causality test produced a mixed result about the causal direction in
the export-development nexus in these Arab countries (El-Sakka and Al-Mutairi,
2000). Moreover, Lee and Huang (2002) employed the threshold autoregressive
method to examine the relationship between exports and economic development
in the five Asian countries for the period of 1961-2000. They claimed that there
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are three main advantages of the export-oriented industrialisation policy. Firstly,
export expansion would have positive impact on the growth of total productivity.
Secondly, revenues from export activities would relax the foreign exchange
constraint in the exporting countries. Thirdly, the export expansion would ensure
to achieve the efficient price mechanism. They concluded that their findings offer
empirical evidence to prove the validity of the export-led development (ELG)
hypothesis (Lee and Huang, 2002). On the other hand, Awokuse (2003) claimed
that the export-development nexus is one of the most important topics in the
field of development economics. However, empirical analysis failed to produce
consistent results whether the economic development is driven by exports or the
export expansion is determined by the economic development. Awokuse (2003)
applied the Toda-Yamamoto method to examine the relationship between exports
and income in Canada for the period of 1961-2000. The researcher concluded that
there is a statistical significant causality from exports to economic development.
In other words, the empirical analysis offered empirical evidence to support the
export-led development hypothesis (Awokuse, 2003).
Based on the panel data methods, Bahmani-Oskooee et al. (2005) examined the
relationship between exports and economic development in sixty-one developing
countries for the period of 1960-1999. They pointed out that the policymakers in
developing countries are unable to decide whether their countries should adopt the
“export-promotion” (PO) trade policy or the “import-substitution (IS) trade policy
in order to achieve the high economic growth. If there would be a unidirectional
causality from exports to economic development, the PO trade policy is appropriate
policy. If there would be reverse causality, the IS trade policy is the better choice.
They applied the Pedroni panel cointegration test for empirical analysis. The
Pedroni test rejected null hypothesis of no cointegration for an estimation model
with income as dependent variable. However, the Pedroni test failed to reject the
null hypothesis for the estimation model with exports as dependent variable. In
their particular case, looking at Canada, they concluded that there would be a
unidirectional causality from exports to income (Bahmani-Oskooee et. al., 2005).
On the other hand, Narayan et al. (2007) applied the bounds test for cointegration
to examine the relationship between exports and economic development in Fiji
and Papua New Guinea (PNG) for the period of 1960-2001. They claimed many
developing countries pursued the “import-substitution” policy for their economic
development. However, after the successful economic development of some
Asian countries, such as Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, developing
countries decided to implement the export-oriented trade policy. In the case of Fiji,
a bidirectional causality between exports and income in the long-run was identified.
In PNG one the other hand, a bidirectional causality between exports and income
in the short-run (Narayan et al., 2007). Bahmani-Oskooee and Economidou (2009)
conducted another empirical analysis by using the Johansen cointegration test
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for the sixty-one countries for the period of 1960-1999. They claimed that export
expansion would have positive impact on economic development through the
multiplier effects of exports. In addition, the income expansion also has a positive
impact on the export growth through cost reduction and actualisation of economies
of scale. Their empirical findings are mixed and there is no uniform pattern in the
export-development nexus in these developing countries (Bahmani-Oskooee and
Economidou, 2009).
It should be noted that the export-development nexus is a popular topic until the
present time. Researchers used the recently developed statistical method to examine
the relationship between export and income in developing countries. For example,
Tekin (2012) applied the Tony cointegration analysis to examine the exportdevelopment nexus in the eighteen least developed countries (LDCs) for the period
of 1970-2009. The researcher argued that exports would have a multiplier effect on
economic development by transferring resources from low-productivity industries
to the high-productivity industry and increasing export revenues to purchase the
necessary capital goods and machineries. Tekin (2012) highlights that empirical
findings pointed towards an independent relationship between exports and income
in these least developed countries (Tekin, 2012). On the other hand, Dreger and
Herzer (2013) pointed out that there are four types of empirical analysis on the
exports-development nexus. The first type of research used the correlation analysis
to examine the topic and these studies found a positive association between exports
and economic development. The second type of research used the causality test for
their empirical analysis, however, these studies did not pay attention to cointergated
relationship between exports and economic development. The third type of
research applied cointegration test to examine a long-run relationship between
exports and economic development. The fourth type of research applied the panel
method for their empirical analysis. Dreger and Herzer (2013) claimed that there
is bidirectional causality between exports and income in the short-run and there is
also a unidirectional causality from exports to income in the long-run (Dreger and
Herzer, 2013).
More recently, Tang et al. (2015) used the rolling-regression based Granger
causality test to examine the relationship between exports and income in four
Asian countries for the period of 1960-2007. They pointed out that the World Bank
suggested “export-promotion” strategy as the best policy option for the developing
countries. However, they claimed that the Asian economic crisis showed the danger
of “over-dependence” to international trade. During the crisis, Asian countries tried
to implement a new strategy, “domestic demand-led development” policy. If there
would be presence of the unidirectional causality from exports to development, the
policymakers in developing countries may adopt the “export-promotion” policy. If
there would be independent relationship between exports and economic development,
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the “demand-led development” policy is a better option. The researchers claimed that
the Toda-Yamamoto causality test indicates the presence of bidirectional causality
between exports and income. However, they claimed that the rolling regressionbased causality test showed the instability of causal relationship between variables
(Tang et al., 2015). On the other hand, Konstantakopoulou (2016) used the TodaYamamoto method to examine the export-development nexus in the four European
countries for the period of 1960-2014. The researcher pointed out that there is
bidirectional causality between exports and income in four European countries.
There is the presence of unidirectional causality from export to income in some
countries and no causality in the remaining countries (Konstantakopoulou, 2016).
Moreover, Shafiullah and Navaratnam (2016) commented that the newly emerging
economies (NEEs) have achieved high economic growth through advancing the
service sector, improvement in productivity and technological efficiency and
human capital accumulation. The export expansion is considered as a key factor
to promote the economic development in the developing countries. They used the
autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) method to examine the export-development
nexus in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka for the period 1980-2011. They claimed that
there is a bidirectional causality between exports and economic development in
these two Asian countries (Shafiullah and Navaratnam, 2016).
Table 1: Summary of findings
No Authors

Countries

Number of
years

Type of analysis Findings

Japan

1953-1967

Linear
regression
analysis
Linear
regression
analysis
Linear
regression
analysis
Linear
regression
analysis
OLS method

No significant
relationship

Granger
causality test

No causality

1

(Year)
Blumenthal (1972)

2

Balassa (1978)

11 developing
countries

1960-1973

3

Ram (1985)

73 developing
countries

4

Ram (1987)

88 developing
countries

1960-1970
and 19701977
1960-1982

5

Fosu (1990)

28 African
countries

1960-1980

6

Dodaro (1993)

87 developing
countries

1967-1986

Significant
relationship
No significant
relationship
Significant
relationship
Significant
relationship
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No Authors
7

(Year)
Bahmani-Oskooee
and Alse (1993)

Countries

Number of
years

Type of analysis Findings

9 developing
countries

1973Q11988Q4

Error correction
model

Bidirectional
causality
Unidirectional
causality from
exports to
income
Unidirectional
causality from
income to
exports
Bidirectional
causality

8

Kwan and Kwok
(1995)

China

1952-1985

Granger
causality test

9

Ahmad and
Harnhirun (1996)

5 ASEAN
countries

1966-1989

Error correction
model

10

Doraisami (1996)

Malaysia

1963-1993

Error correction
model

11

El-Sakka and AlMutairi (2000)

16 Arabic
countries

1970-1999

12

Lee and Huang
(2002)

5 Asian
countries

1961Q12000Q1

Granger,
Sims, Geweke
causality test
Threshold
autoregressive
method

13

Awokuse (2003)

Canada

1961Q12000Q4

14

Bahmani-Oskooee
et. al.(2005)

61 developing
countries

1960-1999

15

Narayan (2007)

Fiji and Papua 1960-2001
New Guinea

16

Bahmani-Oskooee
et. al. (2009)

61 developing
countries

1960-1999

17

Tekin (2012)

1970-2009

18

Dreger and Herzer
(2013)

18 developing
countries
45 developing
countries

1971-2005

No causality
between

Unidirectional
causality from
exports to
income
Toda-Yamamoto Unidirectional
test
causality from
exports to
income
Pedroni
Long-run
cointegration
relationship
test
Granger
Unidirectional
causality test
causality from
exports to
income
Johansen
No general
cointegration
trend in the
test
long-run
relationship
Konya causality No causality
test
Panel causality Short-run
test
bidirectional
causality
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No Authors
19

(Year)
Tang et al. (2015)

Countries

Number of
years

Type of analysis Findings

4 Asian
countries

1960Q12007Q2

Rolling
No consistent
regressioncausality
based causality
test
Toda-Yamamoto Bidirectional
causality
causality test
Granger
Bidirectional
causality
causality test

20

Konstantakopoulou
(2016)

4 European
countries

1960-2014

21

Shafiullah and
Navaratnam (2016)

Bangladesh

1950-2011

Sri Lanka

Data and methods
The current study aims to examine the relationship between Malaysia’s exports
to Germany, Malaysia’s exports to Japan and Malaysia’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) for the period of 1980-2015. It uses three sets of time-series data, namely the
total value of exports from Malaysia to Germany (in US$ million), the total value of
export from Malaysia to Japan (in US$ million) and Malaysia’s GDP. All data was
obtained from Datastream (Thomson Reuters, 2016).
The current study will implement three stage of econometric analysis. In the first
stage of empirical analysis, the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is used to
examine the stationary process of income and exports in Malaysia. The ADF test is
based on the following equation (Dickey and Fuller, 1979):

∆y = µ + β1 yt −1 + β 2 ∆yt −1 + ε t 			

(1)

where Δ is the difference operation, y is variable of interest, μ is intercept, β is
slope coefficient and ε is error term. The null hypothesis of unit root process can be
expressed as (Dickey and Fuller, 1979):
β1 = 0 						

(2)

The alternative hypothesis can be expressed as (Dickey and Fuller, 1979);
β1 < 0 						

(3)
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If the ADF test would reject the null hypothesis of unit root, the variable of interest
could be considered as the stationary process. In the second stage of empirical
analysis, the Engle-Granger (EG) cointegration is used to examine the long-run
relationship between income and exports in Malaysia. In the EG analysis, two
different models are estimated. The first estimation model with yt as dependent
variable is based on the following equation (Engle and Granger, 1987):

yt = µ1 + β1 xt + ε 1 					

(4)

Furthermore, the second estimation model with xt as dependent variable is based on
the following equation (Engle and Granger, 1987):

xt = µ 2 + β 2 yt + ε 2 					

(5)

In the EG test, the ADF test is used to examine the stationary process of the
estimated residuals from Equation (4) and Equation (5). If the ADF test rejects the
null hypothesis of unit root, the dependent variable and the explanatory variable
are cointegration. In other words, these variables have a long-run equilibrium
relationship.
In the third stage of empirical analysis, the Granger causality test is used to examine
the causal relationship between income and exports. In the Granger test, four
different model are estimated. The first estimation model with GDPt as dependent
variable and EXJt as explanatory variable is based on the following equation
(Granger, 1969):

GDPt = µ1 + β1 EXJ t −1 + λ1GDPt −1 + ε 1 			

(6)

The null hypothesis of no causality from EXJt to GDPt can be tested by the statistical
significant in the slope coefficient for the EXJt-1 in Equation (6). In other words, if
the slope coefficient, β1 is not zero, it would mean that there is causality from EXJt
to GDPt. Similarly, the second estimation model with EXJt as dependent variable
and GDPt as explanatory variable is based on the following equation (Granger,
1969):

EXJ t = µ 2 + β 2GDPt −1 + λ2 EXJ t −1 + ε 2 		

(7)
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The null hypothesis of no causality from GDPt to EXJt can be tested by the statistical
significant of β2 in the Equation (7). Furthermore, the third estimation model with
GDPt as dependent variable and EXGt as explanatory variable is based on the
following equation (Granger, 1969):

GDPt = µ3 + β 3 EXGt −1 + λ3GDPt −1 + ε 3 		

(8)

The null hypothesis of no causality from EXGt to GDPt can be tested by the
statistical significant of β3 in the Equation (8). Finally, the fourth estimation model
with EXGt as dependent variable and GDPt as explanatory variable is based on
(Granger, 1969):

EXGt = µ 4 + β 4GDPt −1 + λ4 EXGt −1 + ε 4 		

(9)

The null hypothesis of no causality from GDPt to EXGt can be tested by the statistical
significant of β4 in the Equation (9).
Empirical findings
In the current study, three stages of empirical analysis are implemented in order to
examine the relationship between exports and economic development in Malaysia.
In the first stage of empirical analysis, the augmented Dickey-Fuller test is used to
examine the unit root process of time series data (Dickey and Fuller, 1979). The
empirical findings from the ADF test are reported in Table 2. As the findings in the
table indicate, the ADF test failed to reject the null hypothesis of unit root in GDP
and the ADF test rejected the null hypothesis of unit root in ΔGDP. This means that
the time series data on income in Malaysia can be considered as unit root process
at level and the stationary process at the first difference. In other words, the income
time series can be integrated of order one, I(1). Similarly, the ADF test also failed
to reject the null hypothesis of unit root in EXJ and the ADF test rejected the null
hypothesis of unit root in ΔEXJ. It means that the time series data on exports from
Malaysia to Japan can be considered as unit root process at level and the stationary
process at the first difference. This finding shows that the export time series also
can be integrated of order one, I(1). Moreover, the unit root test failed to reject the
null hypothesis of unit root in EXG and the test could reject the null hypothesis
of unit root in ΔEXG. This finding indicates that the time series data on exports
from Malaysia to Germany can be considered as unit root process at level and the
stationary process at the first difference. This findings implies that the export time
series also can be integrated of order one, I(1).
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Table 2: Empirical findings from the unit root test
Variables
GDP
ΔGDP
EXJ
ΔEXJ
EXG
ΔEXG

Intercept
0.362
-3.524**
-0.804
-4.667***
-0.327
-5.257***

Notes: ** indicates the significant level at the 5 percent;

Intercept and trend
-1.664
-3.692**
-2.741
-4.794***
-2.244
-5.181***

*** indicates the significant level at the 1 percent
In a second stage of empirical analysis, the Engle-Granger (EG) cointegration test is
used to examine the long-run relationship between income and exports in Malaysia
(Engle and Granger, 1987). The empirical findings from the EG test are reported in
Table 3. As the empirical findings in the table indicated, the EG test failed to reject
the null hypothesis of no cointegration relationship between GDP and EXJ. This
means that there would be no long-run relationship between income and the exports
from Malaysia and Japan. Similarly, the EG test failed to reject the null hypothesis
of no cointegration between GDP and EXG. It shows that there would also be no
long-run relationship between income and the exports from Malaysia to Germany.
Table 3: Empirical findings from the co-integration test
Estimation model with GDP as dependent
variable

Estimation model with EXP as dependent
variable

and EXJ as explanatory variable
-2.124

and EXG as explanatory variable
-1.730

In the final stage of empirical analysis, the Granger causality test is used to examine
the causal relationship between income and exports in Malaysia (Granger, 1969).
The empirical findings from the Granger test are reported in Table 4. As the
empirical findings in the table clearly indicate, the Granger test failed to reject the
null hypothesis of no causality from EXJ to GDP. It means that the exports from
Malaysia to Japan would not cause economic development in Malaysia. Similarly,
the Granger causality test also failed to reject the null hypothesis of no causality
from GDP to EXJ. This means that the economic development in Malaysia would
not cause the expansion of exports from Malaysia to Japan. On the other hand, the
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Granger causality test was able to reject the hypothesis of no causality from EXG
to GDP. This finding showed that the exports from Malaysia to Germany would
cause economic development in Malaysia. Moreover, the Granger causality test
failed to reject the null hypothesis of reverse causality. It shows that there is no
causality between economic development in Malaysia and exports from Malaysia
to Germany.
Table 4: Empirical findings from the causality test
Exports to Japan (EXJ) would cause
economic development (GDP)
0.151
Exports to Germany (EXG) would cause
economic development (GDP)
9.155***

Economic development (GDP) would cause
exports to Japan (EXJ)
0.887
Economic development (GDP) would cause
exports to Germany (EXG)
0.807

Notes: *** indicates the significant level at the 1 percent;

In short, empirical analysis indicated three main points. Firstly, the ADF unit root
test indicated that income and exports are integrated of order one. In other words,
these variables could be considered as stationary process at the first difference.
Secondly, the EG test indicated that there is no long-run relationship between
income and exports from Malaysia to Japan. The cointegration test also showed
that there is no long-run relationship between income and exports from Malaysia
to Germany. Finally, the Granger causality test showed that there is no causal
relationship between income and exports from Malaysia to Japan. The causality
test indicated that there is unidirectional causality from exports from Malaysia to
Germany.
Conclusion, Implications & Directions for Future Studies
This paper conducted a comparative study and examined the roles of Malaysia’s
exports to Asia and Europe in the process of economic development. In other words,
it examined the exports from Malaysia to Japan and Germany and their impact
on economic development in Malaysia. For the purpose of empirical analysis,
this study implemented the three stage of empirical analysis. In the first stage of
empirical analysis, the ADF unit root test is used to examine the unit root process
of income and exports in Malaysia. The unit root test indicated that both income
and exports could be considered as the stationary process in the first differences.
In the second stage of empirical analysis, the EG cointegration test was used to
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examine the long-run relationship between exports and income in Malaysia. The
cointegration test showed that there would be no long-run relationship between
income and exports in the country. In the third stage of empirical analysis, the
Granger causality test is used to examine the causal relationship between income
and exports. The causality test implied that there was no causality between exports
from Malaysia to Japan and economic development. By contrast, the causality test
also indicated that there was a causality between Malaysia’ exports to Germany and
economic development in Malaysia.
As a conclusion, the empirical findings clearly indicate that Malaysia’s exports
to its trade partner in Europe is more beneficial to economic development in
Malaysia, than Malaysia’s exports to the counterpart in Asia. This fact may imply
that Malaysia’s trade relationship with a European country could be more beneficial
to its economic development, than its trade relationship with an Asian country. In
other words, Malaysia’s economic ties with Europe could be as important as its
economic ties with Asian countries.
There are two main policy implications. Firstly, policymakers should be aware of
the fact that there would be no causal relationship between Malaysia’s trade with
Japan and economic development in Malaysia. In other words, despite its dominant
position in Malaysia’s external economic relations, Japan does not seem to
contribute to Malaysia’s economic development from a perspective of international
trade. Secondly, policymakers should be aware of another important fact that there
would be a unidirectional causality between Malaysia’s exports to Germany and
economic development in Malaysia. In other words, despite its relatively minor
position in Malaysia’s external relationship, Germany seems to contribution to
Malaysia’s economic development from a perspective of international trade.
The current study used the three-stage empirical analysis to examine the relationship
between income and exports in Malaysia. A similar study can be conducted to examine
the export-development nexus in other Asian countries, such as India, Indonesia,
Thailand, Singapore and so on. The future studies can use longer time series data
and more advanced statistical methods for the empirical analysis. Findings from
such study would offer an interesting insights on the export-development nexus in
Malaysia.
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Abstract
The paper seeks to provide a critical examination of Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s new defence policy direction. PM Abe’s security policy has been
criticised as the return of Japanese militarism, both at home and by neighbouring
states, especially the People’s Republic of China. The paper takes a comprehensive
look at both the legal changes pursued by the Abe administration (such as Japan’s
shift on collective self-defence) and the continued increase of Japan’s defence
budget. The review of these steps presented in this paper highlight that these new
policy directions fall significantly short of a potential Japanese remilitarisation.
This research rather argues that the changes are reactionary to Japan’s changing
security environment, and seek to improve Japan’s ability to defend itself by
adjusting outdated elements of Japan’s defence posture. On their own they do not
constitute a significant threat to other regional powers.
Keywords:
Japan, defence policy, Shinzo Abe, security reform
Introduction
Shinzo Abe’s (second) stewardship of the position of the Prime Minister (PM) of
Japan is a controversial period of Japanese politics, especially when it comes to
the Abe administration’s security policies. The Japanese Government faces strong
criticism from its neighbours, who express anxiety over the new directions as
past victims of Japanese imperialism. PM Abe also faces strong dissent at home
in the form of public protests, which are generally alien to the Japanese political
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environment. Are the security policies of PM Abe deviating from Japan’s traditional
defensive posture, pushing the pacifist nation towards war? Or is the criticism of
these policies overblown, with some of the critics having ulterior motives?
To answer these questions this article follows the following framework: First, the
article reviews the current discourse on PM Abe’s proposed changes to Japan’s
security policy, focusing on the domestic and international criticism of it. Secondly,
the article reviews the content of the legislative changes proposed by PM Abe as
well as Japan’s contemporary defence expenditure. And thirdly, based on the points
above, the article examines whether the criticisms of PM Abe’s security policy are
well founded, i.e. whether the legislation reveals revisionist intentions, or whether
the criticism is misplaced and over-exaggerated.
The Concern over the Resurgence of Japanese Militarism
Since its election in 2012, the Shinzo Abe administration in Tokyo has consistently
pursued changes to Japan’s defence posture. However, this has earned the Japanese
Government severe criticism both at home and abroad: The Abe administration is
accused of pursuing the remilitarization of Japan or that its proposed changes push
a pacifist Japan on the warpath.
Domestically, since the announcement of Abe’s new security legislation, Japan has
witnessed strong political protests. The crucial issue for domestic protesters has
been the potential re-interpretation of the post-war Japanese constitution, especially
Article 9, as well as the adoption of new legislation based on Abe’s National
Security Strategy (NSS). Domestic protesters used slogans as “we don’t need a
prime minister that wants to start a war” and “abolish the war law now” (Yamamoto,
2015). As the Guardian compiled a number of profiles on protesters, the common
element being in their reasons for opposing the new security legislation is the idea
that Japan will be dragged into conflicts that are not directly related to the security
of the country or that the new legislation would allow the Prime Minister to start
wars easier (McCurry, 2015). In the domestic opposition the idea of Abe’s changes
are strongly linked to the idea of Japan going to war with opinions such as:
If this law goes through it will make it easier for Japan to go to war […]
With collective self-defence the risk of people dying will be much
higher.
[The Japanese Constitution] calls on everyone to work together to
realise its aims [peace], and now Abe has come along and decided he
wants to destroy all that.
(McCurry, 2015)
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During the end of August, 2015, there were more than 300 protests, the largest
estimated to mobilize over a 120,000 people, chanting slogans such as “no war”
(Takenaka, 2015). There seems to be significant domestic opposition to the changes
proposed by the Abe administration, especially among younger Japanese. Seeing
the slogans and the public outcry, one would be forgiven to assume that PM Abe
proposed the restoration of pre-1945 Imperial Japanese militarism.
Internationally, this is strongly the narrative that is pushed, especially by China. A
survey of articles published by the official Xinhua News Agency shows a strong
Chinese opposition to and condemnation of Abe’s legislative efforts. One can
discern a number of common traits within these articles:
First of all, many of these articles, most prominently the commentary and news
analysis published by Xinhua, argue that the recent changes of Japanese defence
policy run contrary to the idea of peace, and that these reforms would promote the
offensive use of force by Japan. A commentary – published in September, 2015 –
says that the changes to defence policy mean that Japan is now “marching again
on a road to war under the […] banner of ‘self-defense’” (Tian, 2015). Another
commentary from a PLA officer states that “the ascendance of Abe to power was
no accident in that Japan’s militarism was reborn and on the rise, with Abe at its
centre” (Xinhua News Agency, 2014a). Another commentary (by the same author
as the first one) argues that “Shinzo Abe […] realized his dream of abandoning
post-war order and to switch his country back into war mode”. (Tian, 2015) The
commentary continues in a melodramatic tone to state that “the historically bloodied
“samurai sword of Japan” could once again be wielded by its troops in every corner
of the world” (Tian, 2015). A news analysis also refers to the changes as “war
bills” (Day, 2015). Articles published on Xinhua also aim to showcase that other
regional states share China’s concerns over these changes. Xinhua quotes sources
from various South Korean political actors highlighting worries over these changes.
A spokesman for the Saenuri Party is referenced stating that these changes might
resurrect Japanese militarism (Xinhua News Agency, 2015). Similarly the article
quotes a spokesman for the New Politics Alliance for Democracy arguing that with
these changes Japan is abandoning pacifism (Xinhua News Agency, 2015). Another
article highlights Taiwanese protests against the changing military doctrine in Japan
(Xinhua News Agency, 2014b).
Secondly, most of the articles and commentary highlight that there is domestic
opposition to these changes in Japan, predominantly due to fears that it will drag
Japan into wars, which supports the existing narrative on the resurgence of Japanese
militarism. Xinhua highlights a South Korean source arguing that 80 percent of
Japanese citizens are against the changes (Xinhua News Agency, 2015). Xinhua
also mentions opposition sources within Japan that argue that the new defence
policy goes against the will of Japanese citizens, one criticism being that “the
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bills being enacted have gone against the public’s will” (Day, 2015) and that these
actions “have rendered Japan’s Constitution meaningless and have browbeaten this
peaceful nation into remilitarizing” (Day, 2015).
Thirdly, the most common justification for this anxiety surrounding Abe’s changes
to Japanese defence policy is Japan’s historical legacy, besides characterizing Abe as
an ultranationalist. The argument is made in all of these sources that Japan is guilty
of committing aggression against other regional states, as well as unspeakable acts
of brutality, in the past. Thus any change that would potentially increase Japanese
military power holds the inherent risk of Tokyo repeating the policies of Imperial
Japan. Essentially, there is anxiety that if Japan would ever normalize its defence
posture, it would also somehow rekindle Japan’s desire to institute a new Greater
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, and thus to act once again in an offensive manner
with East Asia.
At this point it is interesting to contrast the two countries held responsible for World
War II: Japan and Germany. Both countries were key aggressors in the conflict,
both committed unspeakable atrocities, and both were defeated at great loss of life.
Following the war, Japan was forcibly disarmed and severe limitations were put on
its military in the form of Article 9 of the Constitution (Auer, 1973). Interestingly,
Germany suffered a similar fate, although one World War prior. Essentially, Japan
faced the terms Germany faced in the Treaty of Versailles, which offered strict
provisions on the size and composition of the German armed forces (Dulles, 1934;
firstworldwar.com, 2009). But unlike Germany that rebelled against the restrictions
and embraced fascism, leading to World War II, Japan embraced the limitations and
incorporated them into the core of its own political ideology (Oros, 2008).
As China once again raises the spectre of World War II to condemn Abe’s defence
reform, one has to ponder whether there is something that would inherently exclude
past aggressors from normal statehood, i.e. is it possible to commit atrocities so
grave that would require one to be barred from military power forever. Germany
has adopted policies similar to those of Abe’s for a long time. Germany has been
one of the Top 5 arms exporters for decades (SIPRI, 2016). Germany is and also
involved in providing support to various international military endeavours, such as
the War in Afghanistan or the War in Syria one a much more active level than Abe’s
reforms seek for Japan (BBC, 2001; Bundestag, 2015). Yet, Germany has not faced
the same condemnation in Europa as Japan faces in Asia. When Germany exports
the Leopard 2 or when it sends troops to Afghanistan, France does not decries the
move as a precursor to another offensive against Paris. Germany has been going
beyond the scope of Abe’s defence reforms, demonstrating that past aggression is
by no means indicative of future aggression, without the backlash faced by Japan.
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Once again, reading through the narrative provided by China leaves the impression
that under Abe Japanese Self-Defence Forces (JSDF) troops are gearing up to reestablish Imperial Japan’s Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, and are ready
to subjugate China and the rest of the region. The key question to consider then is
whether there is any merit behind the domestic and international criticism of Abe’s
defence policy. Is PM Abe gearing up Japan for war? Or have the implications of
his policies been blown out of proportion? To determine this it is necessary to take
a critical look on what the recent initiative in Japanese defence policy actually
entails.
Key Legislative Changes under PM Abe
Since his re-election in 2012, PM Abe pursued two broad key policy avenues: On
the one hand, ‘Abenomics’ aims to revitalize the Japanese economy and end decades
of economic stagnation. On the other, Abe’s National Security Strategy (NSS) that
aims to end Japan’s traditional reluctance to get involved in international security
issues, envisioning a Japan that adopts a more pro-active strategic posture. While
‘Abenomics’ is an important issue, it is beyond the scope of this paper, which will
focus on PM Abe’s NSS and the legislative actions aiming to realize its objectives.
PM Abe was elected at a time when the growing challenge posed by the assertive
rise of China increasingly highlighted the limits of Japan’s post-Cold War security
strategy. Traditionally Japan presented a timid posture, limiting its international
presence to its Official Development Assistance (ODA) programme, while showing
reluctance to take a more direct role in regional security matters. Overall, Japan
had a fairly passive approach to regional security. A number of political defeats
highlighted the unsuitability of this reactionary approach to deal with the rise of
China: The 2010 collision between a Chinese fishing vessel and a Japanese Coast
Guard (JCG) vessel led to the retreat on the subject matter of Tokyo in face of strong
Chinese pressure. In early 2012, Tokyo desperately scrambled to limit the damage
from Shintaro Ishihara’s plan to purchase the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands from its
private owners, but these efforts only resulted in the further escalation of tensions
as shown by a significant spike in Chinese activities in disputed waters (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2016c). When Shinzo Abe was elected in December that
same year, he made the promise to stand up against China.
The crux of the NSS is that Japan needs to become a proactive member of the
international community when it wants to influence the regional security
architecture. As the NSS states “Japan must have the power to take lead in setting
the international agenda and to proactively advance its national interests, without
being confined to a reactionary position to events and incidents after they have
already occurred” (The Office of the Prime Minister of Japan, 2013, p.14-15). The
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NSS seeks to break with Japan’s traditional posture where the government was
condemned to react to crisis due to the severe self-imposed restrictions. The NSS
has a number of key provisions on how to achieve this, including, but not limited
to increasing Japan’s military power. Japan is often considered a security outlier,
a major power without the military force to back it up. While this is an incorrect
assessment as Japan possesses significant capabilities in the form of the Japan SelfDefence Forces (JSDF), the country arbitrarily restricted its own military potential
in light of Article 9 of the Constitution. Naturally, a more active Japan needs the
military power to matter on the international stage, which necessitates a break from
traditionally anti-militarist attitudes in the country. The NSS also urges Japan to
adopt a leading role in maritime security. As an island nation, the protections of key
sea lines of communication (SLOCs) from both traditional (interstate aggression)
and non-traditional (e.g. piracy and terrorism) security threats is crucial for the
economic wellbeing, especially as PM Abe made economic revitalization a key
issue of his tenure in the Prime Minister’s Office. In all of these efforts the NSS
argues that Japan needs to seek both closer cooperation with traditional allies, such
as the United States, and new partnerships with regional states, such as the ASEAN
members. The NSS recognizes that Japan cannot maintain the status quo on its
own and that it needs to break with its traditional passivity and actively cultivate
relationships in the security realm to protect its national interests. Overall, the NSS
is an ambitious plan to significantly alter Japan’s strategic posture, seizing the
initiative to shape the regional security environment in accordance with Japanese
national interests (The Office of the Prime Minister of Japan, 2013).
The NSS, as a document, outlines the broad objectives of the security policy
by the Abe Administration. However, they have to be translated into legislative
action in order to be realized. Since the presentation of the NSS in 2013, the Abe
Administration has been pursuing a number of key legislative steps to translate the
NSS into action:
In 2014, the Government of Japan adopted the ‘Three Principles of Transfer of
Defence Technology and Equipment’. This seeks to revise Japan traditional stance
on the sale of defence technology. A strict interpretation of Article 9 meant that
Japanese defence manufacturers were barred from selling military equipment to
states other than Japan. While in most countries the defence industry achieves
economies of scale by selling equipment to allied states, benefiting both the
corporations and their respective governments, who can strengthen their allies and
create a strategic dependence that keeps them in line, Japan isolated its defence
industry from the global markets. While the American M1 Abrams or Germany’s
Leopard 2 main battle tanks were sold to key allies and other interested states,
Japan’s Type 90 main battle tank was never offered outside Japan. Under the new
guidelines, defence manufacturers such as Mitsubishi can enter the international
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defence market. Defence equipment can be exported with the prior approval of the
Government if it promotes either Japanese security or international peace (Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2014b).
In 2015, the Government pursued two key legislative packages to further the
objectives of the NSS. First, in February, the Abe Administration revised Japan’s
official rules for ODA, adopting the Development Cooperation Charter (DCC).
The DCC continues the theme of ‘proactive contribution to peace’ that is at the
core of the NSS. ODA traditionally was the most prominent component of Japan’s
foreign policy. In the absence of relying on the coercive force of military power,
Japan based its international influence on its economic might and ability to finance
projects abroad. The logic of this policy was that supporting economic development
will reduce conflict. For example, after its opening, Japan invested heavily in China
through its ODA in the hopes of that through integrating China into the regional
economy it would be less likely to pursue revisionist intentions. The prominence
of ODA is illustrated by the fact that Japanese foreign policy is often referred to
as ‘check book diplomacy’. An examples is, when major powers were engaged
fighting in Afghanistan, Tokyo was willing to monetarily contribute, but reluctant
to directly engage as it was perceived that such action would be incompatible with
the provisions of Article 9. The DCC departs from the traditional stance by arguing
that economic development is not sufficient to guarantee stability, but rather specific
factors are needed to achieve the stability required for sustainable development. The
DCC highlights that assistance should prioritize projects that promote factors such
as the rule of law, effective governance, basic human rights and democratization as
these are essential to create the stable conditions conducive to sustainable economic
development (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2015a). This introduces a strong
political and ideological component to Japanese ODA policy aiming to encourage
traits, such as democratization, which are in harmony with Japan’s own national
ideals. This breaks with the neutrality of previous policies that primarily sought to
improve the economy of the recipient country assuming that it would lead to positive
changes. The fact that decades of ODA did very little to aver the current political
crisis between China and Japan is likely a strong contributing factor to this shift.
Furthermore, the DCC also removes certain restrictions concerning the provision
of support to military forces. Under the new rules Japan can provide assistance to
military forces for non-military use, such as disaster relief. With the stipulation
that such assistance would be approved on a case-by-case basis, the DCC removes
the blanket ban instituted by the previous ODA policy. Finally, the DCC argues
that Japan should take a proactive role in proposing development opportunities to
host nations rather than waiting for requests (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan,
2015a). Overall, the DCC takes the NSS’s objectives of proactivity and more
substantial regional security presence, and translates into Japan’s ODA policy.
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In 2015 the Abe Administration has also pushed through the Diet a large legislative
package ‘Japan’s Legislation for Peace and Security’ that seek to further put the
NSS into action. The key difficulty faced by any attempts to alter Japanese security
is Article 9 of the Constitution, a remnant of post-war U.S. reshaping of Japanese
politics.
Article 9
Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order,
the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the
nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international
disputes.
In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea,
and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained.
The right of belligerency of the state will not be recognized.
(The Constitution of Japan)
Despite being the product of post-war American strategic manoeuvring, Article 9 is
the foundation of Japanese anti-militarism. The strictest interpretation of Article 9
would require Japan to not to possess military power at all, as it would prohibit the
maintenance of any armed forces. This is a clearly unrealistic proposition. Japan
recognized the unfeasibility of this through the 1954 Self-Defence Forces Act,
which laid the foundation for the creation of the JSDF, which is a military force
in all but name. Ever since, various Japanese governments sought creative ways
to circumvent the restrictions of Article 9 in order to protect Japanese security. On
a side note, U.S. annoyance on Japanese anti-militarism since the Korean War is
fairly ironic as it is based on legislation Washington forced on Japan (Auer, 1973).
Abe’s Liberal Democratic Party of Japan (LDP) has sought to revise the Constitution
for years. Prior to the 2012 elections the LDP provided a revised constitution as a
summary of their political platform. One of the key changes is a number of revisions
to Article 9 beginning with changing the title of the article from ‘Renunciation of
War’ to ‘Security’. Changes to the first paragraph aim to clarify the existing text,
highlighting that Japan renounces war as a sovereign right, and that Japan may
not use threat or use of force to settle international disputes (Library of Congress,
2015). The second paragraph is removed and it is replaced with a paragraph 2
that would clearly state that Japan maintains the right for self-defence (Library of
Congress, 2015). The proposed changes to the constitution contain further additions
to Article 9: Article 9.2.1 would clarify that the armed forces are under the control
of the Prime Minister, and Article 9.2.2 that certain uses of the armed forces shall
require Diet approval. Article 9.2.3 establishes that the armed forces can be used
beyond self-defence, such as peace keeping operations or disaster relief. Article
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9.2.4 would clarify the organization, internal control, etc. of the armed forces.
Article 9.2.5 would establish military courts. Finally, Article 9.3 would require the
Japanese government to protect Japanese sovereignty on land, at sea and in the air
(Library of Congress, 2015).
While the constitution itself was not revised, and Article 9 remains deeply
entrenched in Japanese politics, the Abe Administration did push through the
aforementioned legislative package, ‘Japan’s Legislation for Peace and Security’.
The key provisions of the legislation are: (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan,
2015b, 2016a, 2016b)
Law to Ensure Security for Situations that will have an Important
Influence on Japan’s Peace and Security: Changes a current special
measures law on the SDF providing logistical and search and rescue
(S&R) support to foreign forces into a permanent one, provided that
certain UN resolutions are met. Adopt new legislation to allow the SDF
to provide logistical and S&R support to foreign militaries undertaking
activities affecting Japanese security, extending support not only to the
US but potentially to other states.
International Peace Support Law: Enable the JSDF to provide support
to collective international efforts beyond UN peacekeeping efforts to
maintain international peace and security.
Law Concerning Cooperation for U.N. Peace Keeping Operations
(PKO) and Other Operations: Extends the scope of activities the JSDF
can partake under the auspices of UN PKO operations. Updates JSDF
rules of engagement to be better in sync with current UN standards.
Ship Inspection Operations Law: Allow Japan to conduct ship
inspections for to purpose of ensuring international security.
Japan Self-Defence Forces Law: Enables the JSDF to rescue Japanese
and other (under certain conditions) nationals abroad. Allows the JSDF
to protect the weaponry and equipment of foreign military forces.
Expands the JSDF’s ability to provide assistance to US forces in
peacetime, including providing ammunitions.
Legislation regarding Response to Armed Attack Situations: Clarifies
the JSDF’s mission to use force under the new ‘three conditions’:
One, an armed attack is carried out against Japan or a nation whose
security would impact Japanese security. Two, there is no other avenue
but armed resistance. Three, use of force is limited to the minimum
necessary to ensure the security of Japan, and in case of collective selfdefence under the norms of international law.
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The most contentious issue associated with the legislation has been the issue of
‘collective self-defence’. Conservative interpretations of Article 9 prohibited Japan
from engaging in such arrangements. Even the Japanese-American alliance is not a
traditional collective security treaty as it poses no expectation on Japan to intervene
on behalf of the U.S. However, the Abe Administration interprets Article 9 to allow
such arrangements. The cabinet argues that Article 9 of the Constitution cannot
possibly be interpreted to prohibit Japan from taking measures of self-defence
necessary to maintain its peace and security and to ensure its survival (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2014a). Under the contemporary conditions one nation’s
security can hardly be isolated from the larger security of its home region. As the
justification states, “in the future, even an armed attack occurring against a foreign
country could actually threaten Japan’s survival, depending on its purpose, scale
and manner, etc.” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2014a). In essence, the Abe
administration argues that (a) Article 9 cannot prohibit the defence of Japan and (b)
the defence of Japan might require intervention in conflicts not directly threatening
Japanese territory, thus Article 9 cannot prohibit collective self-defence. This is a
significant departure from Japan’s traditional stance of simply not getting involved
in security issues beyond its own borders, and not surprisingly received harsh
domestic and international criticism as seeking to drag Japan into wars not related
to the security of the country.
Overall, one can observe that the Abe Administration has been busy executing the
plan presented in the NSS. Each of these changes sought to offer more flexibility
to the government in building stronger security ties abroad and taking the initiative
when it comes to issues that might affect the security of Japan. While these changes
are major, whether they represent a significant shift in Japan’s overall strategic
posture to a more aggressive one, as its critics argue, will be discussed later on in
this paper. Before assessing just how substantial the changes are, it is prudent to
look at another relevant area where PM Abe is seeking changes; Japan’s defence
expenditure.
Japan’s Rising Defence Budget
Besides the proposed policy changes, the Abe administration has been increasing
Japan’s defence budget in each successive year, breaking with the trends that
characterized the previous decade. Since its election the LDP government raised
Japan defence spending from 4.65 trillion yen to 4.93 trillion yen. The international
media is fascinated by the idea of record high Japan defence spending (BBC Online,
2015).
While construction begun prior to 2012, the Izumo-class became the material symbol
of the perceived Japanese remilitarization. Standing at 20 000 tons Izumo-class
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‘destroyers’ clearly resemble aircraft carriers. The Chinese media quickly picked
up on this referring to the class as an “aircraft carrier in disguise” (Keck, 2013). The
construction of the Izumo-class was interpreted as a further departure from Japan’s
anti-militarist ways – as the Japanese constitution is traditionally interpreted as
to prohibit the possession of weaponry such as carriers. The negative perceptions
surrounding the Izumo-class are not helped by the fact that aircraft carriers were
crucial components of the Imperial Japanese Navy, and played significant role
during the Pacific War. The idea of Japan once again possessing such weaponry,
and the general remilitarization it possibly symbolizes makes some regional states,
most importantly China, fairly uncomfortable.
From an offensive realist perspective defence spending is a crucial component in
determining the intentions of states, which in turn affect the severity of security
dilemma, even more so than the legislative changes proposed by the Abe
administration. If Japan is remilitarizing through increasing defence spending,
then it could potentially become a threat to other regional states, justifying their
concerns. However, such a determination is contingent on Japan actually seeking to
significantly bolster its combat potential. To determine this it is imperative to take
a critical look on just how significant the increase in defence spending was, and
potentially more importantly what Japan is spending these increase resources on.
Taking a look at the long term changes in Japanese defence spending reveals that,
while the Abe administration increases defence expenditure, it is better understood
as returning it to previous levels rather than radically breaking with traditional
Japanese defence spending (Ministry of Defence of Japan, 2015)
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Figure 1: Defence Spending in Japanese Yen
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Even if the Diet approves the latest proposed changes the Japanese defence budget
would merely return to the pre-2003 level, rather than Tokyo radically spending
more on defence. This is supported by the SIPRI numbers1 (see Figure 1) (Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, 2014).
Both reveal that after a period of gradual decline in Japanese defence spending,
primarily due to the continuous recession of the Japanese economy which led to
cuts in the defence budget, the Abe administration is gradually returning to the
previous level. If Japan’s defence spending is examined as percentage of government
spending or percentage of GDP the picture becomes even clearer (see Figure 2)
(Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, 2014)
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Figure 2: Defense spending by % (SIPRI)
Despite the increases pursued by the Abe administration, Japanese defence spending
remains at the traditional 1 percent level of the GPD. In terms of defence spending
as percentage of government spending one can even observe a decline, stabilizing
at around 2.5 percent. The most obvious explanation for this is that the LDP’s
Abenomics managed to improve Japanese economic performance, thus allowing
Tokyo to somewhat increase defence spending, without deviating from traditional
1

Data based on Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) estimates, in contrast to
data publicized by the Japanese Ministry of Defense
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patterns. That said, if one examines Japanese defence spending in terms of constant
(2011) USD, then one can observe a gradual decline in the purchasing power of
the Japanese defence budget, even as the budget rises in Japanese Yen (Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, 2014).
This suggests that while the actual numerical value of the budget increases, this does
not necessarily translates into the actual expansion of Japanese military capabilities.
In effect, while on paper the budget increases, it can afford the purchase of the same
or lower level of capabilities that previous budgets did. Besides improvements to
the Japanese economy, changes in defence spending can also be influenced by a
weakening Japanese yen. The Japanese yen has seen an increase in value relative
to the USD between 2008 and 2012, after a period of weakening. However, since
2012 the Japanese yen weakened relative to the USD, both due to US economic
recovery and Japanese economic performance, thus once again the Japanese budget
loses purchasing power despite the Abe administration increasing it, as the graph
illustrates it.
Finally with regard to the absolute size, it is important to understand that despite
the hype it is not an objectively significant increase in the overall Japanese defence
budget. The difference between its highest and lowest point (based on the official
Japanese numbers) is a mere 5.8 percent. Within this four year period the average
growth rate was only 1.46 percent. To put this into perspective one can compare
this with China’s defence spending, Japan’s main regional rival. During a mere two
year period China defence spending has risen 16.78 percent, this is around triple
the increase of what Japan did in a four year period. China also maintains a defence
budget almost four times larger than that of Japan’s (Stockholm Institute of Peace
Research, 2014). Within this context, while Japan’s increasing defence spending is
a significant factor, it does not seem to meaningfully alter Japan’s traditional pattern
of defence spending. Rather than supporting the narrative of remilitarization, the
numbers offer the narrative of stabilization in defence spending following economic
recession.
But beyond the mere size of the Japanese defence budget, it is crucial to examine
what the money is spent on. If Japan pursues an active acquisition of offensive
weaponry, then it would be a major concern for regional states, following the logic
of the security dilemma from an offensive realist perspective. Beneficial for this
question is that Japan is fairly transparent on its defence spending, unlike China,
and thus it is easy to gain insight into the capabilities Japan seeks to acquire. The
2013 to 2016 defence budgets distribution by capability type can be represented as
per Figure 3 (Japan Ministry of Defence, 2013 - 20162).
Data was compiled by the author across the various white papers released by the Ministry of
Defence from 2013 to 2016.
2
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Figure 3: Total defence spending (2013-2016) by type
Examining the kind of capabilities Japan is purchasing shows that the budget follows
a balanced approach. The purchase of offensive weaponry is not disproportionately
predominant that could suggest that Japan is gearing up for an offensive.. 51 percent
of budget has been distributed amongst supporting capabilities (surveillance,
transport and amphibious), surveillance being the single largest expense category.
The distribution of the budget is suited to a country seeking to secure remote
naval territories, evidenced by the high investment in surveillance, naval and air
capabilities. The low investment in amphibious capabilities do not support any
accusation of Japan harbouring intentions to acquire capabilities that would enable
power projection beyond Japanese waters.
Rather than interpreting the recent budgetary trends as the remilitarization of
Japan, they can be better understood as Tokyo’s response to a changing security
environment under Abe’s NSS. The end of the Cold War has diminished the Soviet
Union in the north as the primary threat to Japan. The conclusion of the Cold War
also largely eliminated the threat of a total or major war that would threaten the
territorial security of the Japanese main islands. These changes were paralleled
by the rise of China and the increase in tension this brought to maritime Northeast
and Southeast Asia. The defence of outlying territories and the waters surrounding
them became the top priority, therefore a major challenge to the JSDF is to adapt
its hardware as it prepared all these years to defend the main islands from attack. A
good symbol for this within the ranks of the JSDF was the reduction in the number
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of main battle tanks, and diverting funds into the acquisition of aircrafts and naval
vessels.
At the same time one has to consider the age of the equipment maintained by JSDF.
Well-designed military hardware can serve for an extraordinary long time. The
Boeing B-52 Stratofortress strategic bomber is proof of this. It is still in service,
despite its introduction in the 1950s. However, as technology improves, hardware
eventually has to be replaced. The main surveillance aircraft of the JSDF is the
Lockheed P-3C Orion, a plane introduced in 1962. And while it is an excellent
plane, which has undergone several modernization cycles, it eventually needs to
be replaced. The JSDF is introducing the Kawasaki P-1 for this purpose. Similarly,
a portion of the Maritime Self-Defence Force (MSDF) fleet was built in the
1980s-1990s. While destroyers can last a long time, and they are constantly subject
to upgrades and modernization, they have to be eventually replaced as seen with
the Shirane-class. This is especially so as the past 15 to 20 years saw a remarkable
improvement in in military technology, such as introducing low radar profile
destroyers to counter the ever more devastating and accurate missiles employed
by opponents. Naturally there will be some overlap during the introduction of new
hardware, but military budgets prepare for both the conflicts of tomorrow and the
conflicts 10 years from now. Most of the major items on Japan’s defence budget can
be understood as motivated by one or both of the reasons discussed above:
The high investment into the procurement of a large number of new P-1
aircrafts (20 new aircrafts in 2015) is both motivated by the changing
security environment and the need for replacement. Under increasing
pressure to protect its southern waters amidst increasing Chinese activity,
Japan is facing the daunting task of covering a vast area of water with
higher frequency than ever before, while doing so with an ageing P-3C
fleet. Although the budget devotes resources to upgrade the existing
fleet of P-3Cs, Japan has to prepare for their eventual retirement, while
also increasing the number of flights covering the area as the number
of intrusions by China has risen drastically, necessitating a higher level
of vigilance. The increasing demand amidst growing Chinese activity,
both in the air and sea, also explains the acquisition of other hardware.
Investment into E-2D airborne early warning and E-767 airborne
warning and control systems aircrafts is mandated by growing Chinese
air activity, which has quadrupled since 2010 (Ministry of Defence of
Japan), especially following China’s declaration of a conflicting air
defence identification zone (ADIZ). The acquisition of surveillance
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) can be explained by the need to better
monitor activity on remote, uninhabited islands, whether it is detecting
the presence of activists or foreign military forces. Similarly the need
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to have better coverage also explains the purchasing of new patrol
helicopters. The need to better monitor remote islands also explains the
investment into creation monitoring units.
The naval investment, which is the second largest expense category, can be
explained by a combination of factors. One, maintenance of strength. While older
models are upgraded, they will have to be eventually replaced with newer classes,
a process that can take years in the case of a completely new class (which is the
case for the MSDF) as it progresses from construction through sea trials to eventual
commissioning. This is especially true for the MSDF submarine force where the
older Oyashio-class is essentially called back from retirement, while the newer
Soryu-class is being built, to address growing tensions on the East China Sea. Two,
preserving the balance of power. While Japan has a strong surface combatant fleet,
it faces ambitious potential adversaries with large defence budgets. China is in
the process of introducing the new Type 052D-class, potentially adding three new
destroyers a year to its fleet, while also already working on the 10 000 tons Type
55-class. Allocating resources for one new destroyer a year allows Japan to slow
down any Chinese attempts to close the naval gap. When it comes to submarines the
situation is direr. While Japanese submarines have a technological edge, they are
severely outnumbered compared to the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLA-N).
Introducing a new submarine each year, while modernizing older classes allows
Japan to maintain the necessary forces to counter existing threats.
One can observe a similar situation in the air. The bulk of acquisition focuses on
purchasing the new F-35, while modernizing the existing fleet. The Air Self-Defence
Force (ASDF) is reliant on F-15s and F-2s (the local version of the F-16). While both
of these are excellent aircrafts, they have been in service since the 1970s and 1990s
respectively. For example neither classes offer even limited stealth capabilities.
They are not only face a numerical challenge from the People’s Liberation Army
Air Force (PLA-AF), but as Chinese aircrafts become increasingly sophisticated,
they also increasingly face a technological challenge. Again, the acquisition of new
aircrafts can be explained by the growing military power of the states surrounding
Japan, especially its neighbour China.3
The investment into transport and amphibious capabilities can also be explained
by Japan’s changing security environment. Traditionally the JSDF has prepared
to fight on the home islands, which necessitated neither massive air transport
capabilities nor extensive amphibious forces. However, as the key frontier has
moved to remote islands the JSDF faces the obvious challenge of how to actually
get forces there without suffering the indignity of having to argue that they will rely
on chartering civilian vessels. The C-1 aircraft was constructed in a way to have
On the growing sophistication of the PLA see: Cole (2010), Cordesman et al. (2013), Office of the
Secretary of Defence (2013) and O’Rourke (2013).
3
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limited operational range to satisfy the provisions of Article 9 to a frankly absurd
degree. It is not suitable to reach Okinawa under some conditions, let alone the
Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. The JSDF has purchased some C-130s to remedy this,
but the fleet remains small. Introducing the C-2 would allow Japan not only to
increase air transport capacity, but to do so with a more modern aircraft. At the
same time, Japan has never maintained amphibious forces. Thus if it would wish to
retake potentially captured islands with anything other than paratroopers, which is
a fairly risky proposition, it would have faced difficulties from lack of equipment
and specialized troops. Recent investments into amphibious equipment and training
can be explained by the recognition that it might need to retake remote islands due
to rising tensions. But even so, Japanese amphibious forces remain very small, they
are sufficient for limited war, but not suited for expeditionary warfare.
Overall, the fact remains that Japan’s defence budget continues to be a status quo
one. There is no indication that Japan would gear up for the abandonment of its
traditional posture, or that Tokyo is even significantly remilitarizing, as critics
would like to believe. All of the major expenses can be explained either by the
necessity to replace aging equipment or as a response to the growing military power
of potentially hostile neighbours.
PM Abe’s Defence Policy: Is Japan truly on a Warpath?
The two sections above outlined the various changes pursued by the Abe
Administration to Japan’s security policy. The key question to consider then is
how this changes affect the regional balance of power. As discussed above, these
changes have been condemned as war legislation (domestically) and as a return of
Japanese militarism (by China). But such condemnation is either largely done on
principle or is motivated by strategic manoeuvring as the actual pragmatic content
of the changes fails to validate such criticism.
A large chunk of the legislative package aims to clarify the role of the JSDF and its
rules of engagement. Whether anti-militarist critics of the Government are pleased
with it or not, the JSDF is here to stay. The idea that a sovereign state could exists
without independent means of defence is not a sound one. Article 9 in its current
form is short and simplistic and most matters concerning of the JSDF are based on
reinterpretations of the constitution and various cabinet decisions. It is troubling
when calling the 7th strongest armed force on the planet a ‘military’ is considered a
gaff (Aoki, 2015; Global Firepower, 2016). The various legal clarifications provided
by the new legislations are crucial to provide clarity and transparency to how the
Japanese government would use the military power it has.
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The most contentious issue has been the idea of collective self-defence. A
reductionist interpretation of the proposed changes could lead a reading of the
Abe Administration’s stance as a gateway to American-styled interventionism.
However, this ignores the crucial proposition that Japan can only provide assistance
in a conflict if the outcome of said conflict is deemed important for the security
of Japan itself. Renouncing the right to collective self-defence, which is granted
by Article 51 of the UN Convention, would mean that Japan arbitrarily dooms
itself to resist aggression from a weakened position. Critics of the legislation would
prefer that Japan continues with its passive stance towards regional security, which
would prevent the Government of Japan of taking proactive action to protect the
sovereignty of Japan. Rather than getting involved at an early phase of regional
conflicts that potentially threatens Japan as it evolves. If the critics had their way
Japan would be required to observe from the side-lines until a direct attack is made
against Japanese territory. At that point defending Japan might be a considerably
more difficult task. And if that fails, they expect Japan to stand up to the aggressor
on its own, or more likely to cower behind the U.S. provided security umbrella.
The right to collective self-defence, if used according to the spirit of the law, is
a key avenue to states to undertake their responsibility for regional security and
oppose revisionist states in a collective manner. While one can debate the merit
of individual cases of collective self-defence, a blanket ban on the concept is an
irrational and irresponsible policy position. Calling the right to collective selfdefence ‘war legislation’ is simply wrong. The current rules do not permit Japan
to act aggressively towards its neighbours. It only provides Japan with the right
to intervene in conflicts that would eventually involve Japan anyway at an earlier
stage, improving Japan’s odds of maintaining security through lower costs.
The entire package discussed above seeks to allow Japan to build strong ties
with regional states in order to resist attempts to alter the status quo, and it lacks
aggressive components that would justify the criticism. Collective self-defence
allows Japan to terminate relevant conflicts before an actual attack is carried out
against Japanese territory. The new arms export rules allow Japan to strengthen
allies, decreasing the need for Japan to engage in collective self-defence as better
armed allies have a better chance of resisting aggression on their own. It also benefits
Japan by strengthening the native defence industry, achieving economies of scale
and reducing potential dependency on foreign arms. The new ODA rules also seek
to improve ties with allies and strengthen Japan’s image as a responsible regional
power. Limiting humanitarian assistance on the basis of military involvement, as
the previous ODA policy’s restriction on cooperation with military entities would
require, is counterproductive. It is especially so in the case of national emergencies
where one can expect strong military involvement. This is not uncommon in various
key regional states where the military continues to be an important institution.
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When discussing the new legislative changes, one’s imagination should less go
to the Imperial Japanese Army marching through China in the 1930s and 1940s
and more to the JSDF providing disaster relief to the Philippines in 2013. The
legislative package allows the Government to respond to challenges with more
flexibility, but there is no component (in its current form) that would enable Tokyo
to act aggressively towards its neighbours.
Furthermore, Japan’s defence spending further disproves any accusation of Japan
gearing for war. The JSDF lacks any significant expeditionary capability and there
is no provision that would seek to change this. Rather the increase in defence
budget seeks to address traditional Japanese weaknesses, such as the inability to
transport troops within its own territory. The expansion of Japan’s amphibious
capabilities is small, barely suitable to deal with crisis on Japan’s remote islands.
Other investments, such as the purchase of new vessels and aircraft is reactionary in
nature. While China’s desire to close the military gap is rational in its own right, the
logic of balance of power politics dictate that Japan would attempt to preserve the
status quo. While the increased spending is sufficient to maintain pace with Japan’s
regional rivals, it is not a military build-up that seeks to alter the balance of power
in its own right.
The key theme of this legislation is that it is reactionary in nature. Japan seeks to
improve its ability to preserve the status quo. Based on the current legislation it does
not seek to alter it. Thus, it is this research’s conclusion that the current direction
of Japanese security legislation is not expected to significantly upset the balance
of power. It is highly unlikely that these changes would put Japan on the warpath.
Even if the Abe Administration would have the will to revive Japanese imperialism,
they lack the political capital and military might to do so, beyond the restrictions in
place even the new legislation would not permit such behaviour.
To provide further illustration on the matter one could compare Japan’s changing
defence legislation to that of Germany, another key aggressor of the 19th and early
20th Century with a legacy of imperialism, conquest and mass atrocities:
Germany has been one of the major arms exporting countries in the
post-Cold War era. A defence manufacturer requires an export license
approved by the government (BAFA, 2003).
In 2014, the German Government aimed to adopt a stricter approach to
approving export licenses to reduce exports to ‘problematic’ countries
(Vasagar, 2014).
Despite these efforts, German arms export nearly doubled since 2014,
and it continues to supply countries such as Saudi Arabia (Deutsche
Welle, 2016).
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On collective security, Germany is part of a number of security organizations, such
as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) or the European Union (EU),
all of which involve collective security measures. Currently, Germany is providing
support to war efforts in Syria and has participated in the UN authorized war in
Afghanistan. At the same time, Germany abstained from the intervention in Libya.
In many aspects, Germany has rules similar to what Japan aspires to, i.e. a normal
security policy. With these legislation in place no one would suggest that Germany
is reviving its early 20th Century imperialism or that it acts against the global or
regional status quo. If anything, Germany, just as Japan, receives criticism that it
needs to do more for regional and global security, especially as the EU and Germany,
just as Japan, faces worsening security conditions (Mardell, 2014).
The comparison with Germany is also apt on what one can expect for Japan
following the changes. Germany suffered 54 casualties in Afghanistan. The new
rules under Abe would increase the likelihood of Japan being involved in an armed
confrontation and suffering casualties. However, the price of intervention is expected
to be lower compared with the price of having to defend Japan’s home territory,
especially when it comes to civilian destruction. And as Germany’s conduct did
not act as a gateway to once again annex the Sudetenland, it is equally absurd to
propose that Abe’s defence policy would increase the risk of Japan occupying the
Korean Peninsula.
Nevertheless, there is one type of actor that should be concerned with Japan’s
legislations. A country that harbours revisionist intentions of its own. The policy
direction pursued by the Abe Administration will enhance Japan’s ability to be more
active on the international level, to support allies through ODA and arms exports,
and to create a stronger coalition favourable to Japanese interests. On its own
this is not particularly troubling as Japan has a vested interest in maintaining the
existing status quo. However, this is troubling for China, as Beijing has significant
interests in expanding its regional influence at the expense of the established power
structures. Abandoning Japan’s traditionally timid stance would negatively affect
China’s ability to exert influence over the East and South China Seas.
The refocusing of Japan’s ODA rules will be a critical component of Japan’s
response to rising security challenges. Despite decades of stagnation the Japanese
economy continues to be strong. And providing assistance to regional states, such
as equipment for naval law enforcement, would be the least politically controversial
way for Tokyo to act as it would not require the dispatch of the JSDF. Offering
equipment and training to coast guards in key countries, such as the Philippines,
would allow these countries to more effectively counter Chinese grey zone
challenges and resists Chinese pressure on territorial disputes. While certainly
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upsetting to Beijing, this would be an effective and efficient way to pursue Japanese
regional security interests.
Overall, the current state of Japanese defence policy brings the JSDF’s Izumoclass in mind. The class has been maligned as the symbol of growing Japanese
militarism, an aircraft carrier in disguise. The class possesses no direct offensive
weaponry. And Japan possesses no aircrafts or UAVs that could utilize it as a
carrier (Japan has been purchasing the A variant of the F-35, not the B one which
is capable of vertical take-off or landing, and the Global Hawk UAV is not armed).
Even if Japan would acquire the appropriate aircrafts for the Izumo-class, the ships
lack capacity to fulfil the role of an American aircraft carrier. Furthermore, Japan
would need a sizable supporting fleet to employ them as part of a carrier group. Its
most likely defence related use could be anti-submarine warfare (ASW), helicopter
patrolling or to facilitate the retaking of remote islands. What it is not suitable for
is to meaningfully threaten any of Japan’s neighbours in the absence of significant
additional military build-up.
Conclusion
The security environment surrounding Japan is changing. Post-Cold War optimism
surrounding a new era of peace gives way to rising new traditional and nontraditional security challenges. Japan’s security policy needs to adapt to the times.
Yet, change is hard. Leaving the comfort of the existing known is difficult, especially
for the unknown. The criticism against these new policies are not surprising. But
nevertheless they are wrong. None of the changes proposed by PM Abe amount to
‘war legislation’ or would allow the JSDF to meaningfully threaten its neighbours.
Japan can ill afford to neglect its security responsibilities and Tokyo recognizes
that those responsibilities are increasingly intertwined with other regional states.
The legislative changes seek to provide the flexibility needed for Tokyo to defend
Japan under changing circumstances. No more, no less. Domestically, critics of
the legislation have to realize that Japan’s previous stance on these matters has
been abnormal. For the idealists it might be a point of unique pride, but one can ill
afford to be idealistic in a dangerous world. Internationally, a regional rival, such as
China, has a vested interest in the failure of these reforms, as they would negatively
impact their own plans. The guilt of World War II is a convenient cover for their
own realpolitik designs. The policies pursued by Abe are not unique nor they are
deviating from global norms, they merely represent the partial normalization of
Japan’s security posture, as also highlighted by Hughes (2004).
Japan does not possesses the capabilities to meaningfully threaten the territorial
integrity of its neighbours. PM Abe’s policies do not change this. If Japan begins
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rapidly acquiring expeditionary capabilities, one should re-evaluate the regional
security situation. But until then, Japan is merely seeking to preserve the existing
status quo. This might upset some regional states, but does not warrant the criticism
discussed at the beginning of this paper.
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Abstract
With its enormous economic growth rate of an average 6% p.a. over the last 15
years, ASEAN has emerged to be one of the most vibrant and promising regions
in the world. Long before the inauguration of the ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC) in 2015, the European Union’s economy in general and Germany’s in
particular, has realized the potential of Southeast Asia as an outlet, trading partner,
and production base. Besides bilateral relations, regional economic zones like
ASEAN, EU and NAFTA as well as multinational agreements like TPP and TTIP
are gaining ground. At the same time, the hunger for energy is rising in line with
the economic boom, even exceeding the latter rates. In order to meet the rising
demand ASEAN will be increasingly focused on sustainable energy. In this article,
the opportunities for sustainable energy supply in ASEAN are assessed, based on
the example of Germany and Vietnam and the background of global and regional
economic integration. Due to the limited space in this article, the authors focus on
the positive aspects of the German-Vietnamese cooperation being well aware that
there are also other bilateral relationships worthwhile to investigate. Furthermore,
there is the need to have in mind that there are also pitfalls and alternatives, which
needs to be discussed in a follow-up article.
Keywords:
ASEAN, EU, Globalization, Bilateral Cooperation, Energy Efficiency, Sustainable
Development, Green Building, Photovoltaic, Renewable Energy, Bio Mass, FTA,
FDI, German-Vietnamese Relations
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EU-ASEAN on the Background of Regional Integration
“In the 21st century global economy, the United States’ prosperity is directly
tied to our ability to sell American goods and services to the 95% of consumers
who live beyond our borders”, wrote Penny Pritzker, commenting on the Trans
Pacific Partnership (TPP) in April 2016(Trans-Pacific Partnership Opportunities
by Markets, 2016). Pritzker is not alone with this statement. The TPP, which was
signed recently, comprises 12 Pacific Rim countries (Australia, Brunei, Canada,
Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam and the
USA). It will account for 40% of global GDP and is expected to have a major effect
on the global economy. TPP’s impact is even bigger as the member countries are
also involved in other economic blocs like ASEAN (Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore,
Vietnam) or NAFTA (Canada, Mexico, USA) or MERCOSUR (as associated
countries: Chile, Japan, Peru), which partly follow the principles of free trade.
Moreover, other FTAs exist between TPP-members and other countries and blocs
(e.g. Vietnam-EU FTA, signed in 2015, but not yet ratified), or between the latter
economic blocs and other countries (e.g. ASEAN and China, South Korea and
India). This variety of FTA in the APEC region is commonly referred to as “noodle
bowl” of arrangements with numerous, partly overlapping agreements, which is on
the one hand increasing the complexity to do business in the region, on the other
hand an opportunity to match the interests of nations bilaterally (Dent, 2016) .
As far as the North Atlantic is concerned, the TTIP is still in the making, in spite
of some severe resistance from European groups and citizens as well as from USAmerican circles, including the 2017 Republican presidential candidate Donald
Trump. Negotiations are difficult and it is still not sure, whether an acceptable
agreement will be possible at all. Regardless of setbacks such as the Asian Crisis
in 1997, the Financial Crisis in the late 2000s or the EU Crisis along with the
persisting problems in Greece and the Brexit, the thrift towards liberalization and
FTAs is gaining ground in a globalized and well-connected world.
After the failure of Bretton Woods in 1971 and the end of the convertibility of the
US dollar to gold, it seemed for many years that the idea of liberalism and free
trade was losing ground. In fact, the efforts to continue building a world based on
free exchange of goods and services never lost momentum. However, the effort
to reach a worldwide agreement along with WTO (since 1995) or GATT (19471994) proved to be unsuccessful, as it was too difficult to define generally accepted
rules for all nations. Bilateral agreements (e.g. EU-Singapore FTA) and regional
cooperative efforts (e.g. ASEAN Economic Community AEC 2015) stood for new
approaches in global trade. And – in many aspects – they proved to be successful.
Moreover, new players have entered the stage. Besides the existing economic
blocs and international organizations like IMF and the World Bank, China is
demanding a more decisive role in international business. The China-dominated
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Asia Infrastructure and Investment Bank AIIB, which was founded in 2014/2015,
is part of the “new-world order”, as China understands it(McDowel, 2015). (AIIB).
FTA, economic blocs, international institutions and development banks are part of
the new cosmos of global business and trade. Economic survival in the globalized
world depends on facing new challenges and acting cautiously in an environment
based on tactical and careful negotiations on the one hand and each national
economy’s orientation toward international competition and global markets on the
other hand. In line with the growing number of FTAs, tariffs and quota will lose
their relevance. But technical barriers, incentives for local producers, and non-tariffbarriers still remain a source of limitation to free trade. This will make detailed and
careful negotiations, clarifications and agreements, a factor for success.
For many companies, ASEAN is an attractive trading partner and FDI destination.
Founded on 8th August 1967 in Bangkok with the signing of the “Bangkok
Declaration”, ASEAN was a “child of the Cold War” at first. It was initially meant to
stabilize and safeguard the connectivity of the anti-communist countries Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand in order to contain the expansion
of communism. Brunei was the next to join on 7th January 1984. The Membership
of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (28th July 1995) was the visible sign that the
initial political target had turned into a close regional cooperation beyond ideology
as the Cold War was over. In the subsequent years, Laos, Myanmar (both on 23rd
July 1997) and Cambodia (on 30th April 1999) joined, making up the current ten
members of ASEAN as it is today.
Based on mutual respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, territorial
integrity, and national identity of all nations, the 10 ASEAN nations agreed in 1997
on “The ASEAN Vision 2020” as a shared vision of ASEAN’s future. Sixteen years
later, at the 9th ASEAN Summit in 2003, the ASEAN leaders committed themselves
to the goal to establish the ASEAN Community. In the Cebu Declaration, which
was inked at the 12th ASEAN Summit in January 2007, the target was set to finally
establish the ASEAN Community by 2015. To do so, the three pillars of the ASEAN
Community were defined:
 The ASEAN Political-Security Community
 The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC 2015)
 The ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community
In terms of economic cooperation and from an European perspective, AEC 2015
is the most interesting pillar since it will create a stable, prosperous, and highly
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competitive ASEAN economic region by 2020 based on, free flow of goods,
services and investment; improved flow of capital; equitable economic development
and last, but not least reduced poverty and socio-economic disparities. (asean.org/
asean, asean.org/wp-content, asean.org/…Aug_2015, asean.org/…262)
EU investors who wish to do business in ASEAN can enter a single market rather
than dealing with 10 stand-alone and fragmented economies. They gain access to
more than 600 million prospective consumers and can establish a single production
base in order to, tap on product and services complementation in the region,
establish a network of industries across ASEAN and participate in the global supply
chain. On the other hand, ASEAN-based EU companies get access to raw materials,
production inputs and services, labour, and capital wherever in ASEAN they choose
to set-up their operations. These EU companies can save production costs, focus
on their specialization, and maximize economies of scale, without missing out on
markets with high potential. For example retail companies, such as supermarkets,
can offer the market a wider range of products. Exporters in ASEAN, such as
furniture and jewellery makers, can diversify their markets and manage business
risks. SMEs in supporting industries can more easily integrate themselves into the
regional supply chain and global economy. Large multinationals doing business in
ASEAN have wider options in selecting regional hubs and marketing offices.
An additional positive effect for EU trade and investment in ASEAN is the growing
number of FTAs between ASEAN or single ASEAN member states and the “world
outside” (see Table 1). This improves the connectivity of the Asia-Pacific region
and the attractiveness for FDI. For instance, the FTA between China and ASEAN is
useful as it allows entering the Chinese market from a production base in ASEAN.

Table 1: FTAs in and with ASEAN
ASEAN Country
Brunei
Cambodia
Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Singapore
Vietnam
Thailand

Number of FTAs
16
15
16
17
18
15
16
26
19
16

Countries ASEAN has FTAs with
• Australia
•

China

•

India

•

Japan

•

New Zealand

•

South Korea

Source: ASEAN Business Partners GmbH (internal publication: June, 2016)
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However, EU trade and investment in ASEAN is still facing challenges. This
includes non-tariff barriers to trade (technical barriers), in particular customs and
logistics. The lack in standards and harmonization. The high disparity in levels of
development. The inconsistent regulatory framework as well as lack of intellectual
property right protection and consumer protection.
To put it in a nutshell, ASEAN opens new opportunities for EU companies. On
the one hand, AEC 2015 offers many new possibilities, especially when European
enterprises decide to open a subsidiary in one of the 10 ASEAN countries. On
the other hand, the existing competition between and the hunger for investment
of the ASEAN countries also presents an advantage for European investors. A
practical example therefore would be, that investors while discussing FDI with the
Thai Board of Investment (BOI) they can also mention their appointments with
Vietnam’s Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI) and Malaysia’s Investment
Development Authority (MIDA). Competition can therefore serve as lubricant for
business activities, for FDI as well as for trade.
However, each investment and trade activity needs careful consideration. Without
knowledge of the market and the major players as well as without intercultural
management expertise, business activities are doomed to failure. There are legions
of misdirected European investment in ASEAN(Matthias Dühn, 2016). Moreover,
EU-investors should try to work hand in hand with EU member states authorities
(e.g. the local Chambers of Commerce) and the EU in itself (e.g. the European
Delegations or EuroCham). As there is much room for improvement, especially
regarding bilateral FTAs. Additionally, the artificial barrier between ODA and
commercial FTA should be revised on a case-to-case basis, e.g. for investments in
renewable energy, where the environment protection agenda of several European
governments goes hand in hand with commercial interests of their national
companies.
Missing the business opportunity to enter ASEAN and leaving the terrain to Chinese,
Korean and Japanese investors could be a similar mistake as it did when not doing
business with China in the previous decades. EU is a great supporter of ASEAN
cooperation and integration. However, sometimes there is a “mismatch between
political ambitions and the capacities, capabilities and often political will of several
member states to walk the talk”, as Jörn Dosch of Rostock Universty described the
situation in 2013(Dosch, 2013).
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Table 2: Why ASEAN? A SWOT-Analysis
Strength

Weakness

•

Strong macroeconomic fundamentals

•

Weak ASEAN Institutions

•

Rich resources

•

Development gaps within ASEAN

•

Strong regional production network

•

Regional strategy beyond 2015

•

Yourng, growing population

•

•

Growing middle class

Large unskilled
education deficits

• Variety of countries (diversity)
Opportunities

workforce

and

Threats

•

Strategic location in Asia

•

Territorial disputes (South China Sea)

•

Manufacturing and technology links
with the strong economies in East Asia

•

•

Huge market potential

Vulnerability to external shocks due
to dependency on US’s and EU’s
development

•

Liberalisation via TPP, AEC and FTAs

•

Loss of internal cohesion due to
competition

Source: ASEAN Business Partners GmbH (internal publication: January, 2016)

German-Vietnamese Relations: A Sound Basis for Cooperation
In spite of being more than 8.000 km apart, Vietnam and Germany have much
in common. As frontline states in the Cold War, both countries were divided
for decades. During many years, the reunification was an important goal for
both nations, which Vietnam achieved in 1975 and Germany 15 years later. The
experience of separation and reunification is deeply rooted in the mind-set of both
nations and support mutual understanding(Kapfenberger, 2013). In fact, the first
couple of years after the German reunification were challenging for the bilateral
relations because many of the 60.000 Vietnamese contract workers in the former
German Democratic Republic (GDR) lost their employment. Most of them returned
to Vietnam, but some decided to stay in Germany, which became their second home
country. Together with the Vietnamese who already lived in West Germany, these
“German Vietnamese” account for a population of 120.000 people. The Vietnamese
in Germany are remarkably well integrated. According to researchers, on average,
Vietnamese pupils in German schools outperform their German classmates
(“Lernen geht immer vor,” 2015) (dw). And, compared with immigrants from other
nations, Vietnamese are – according to the official German Report on Education
(Bildungsbericht) - much better. In Vietnam itself, about 100.000 Vietnamese can
speak German, a figure that is second to none in ASEAN(2016).
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Since the diplomatic relations between Vietnam and Germany have officially come
into being on 23 September 1975 the links between the two partners emerged from
a low-level relationship based on trade and official development assistance to an
intensive, more diversified economic and political liaison. In the past four decades,
Germany and Vietnam have signed several agreements in the areas of investment
protection, investment promotion, double tax avoidance as well as maritime and
aviation cooperation. (OAV 2015) In October 2011, the “Declaration of Hanoi”
marked another highlight. During her visit to Vietnam, Chancellor Angela Merkel
agreed with Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung on a strategic cooperation between
both countries in the areas of political dialogue, trade, development, rule of law,
environment protection, culture and education(“Hanoier Erklärung,” 2011). One
essential result of the Declaration was the German House (Deutsches Haus) project
in Ho Chi Minh City, wherefore construction started in November 2014(2016). The
Deutsches Haus will serve as a beacon for both German culture and businesses,
generating positive effects beyond Vietnam’s borders and will be home to German
institutions and businesses.
Another significant milestone was the foundation of the Vietnamese-German
University. Founded in 2008, the VGU follows German standards of education
with a focus on applied sciences. VGU is targeting to combine sound academic
education with practical aspects in cooperation with German high tech companies.
Based on a campus in Binh Duong, currently more than 1,000 young Vietnamese
are studying at VGU. After the end of the first phase of construction in 2019, the
number of students is to increase in the second phase to 5,000 (2020). The figures
are supposed to grow to 12,000 in the third phase (2030)(2016).
Altogether, there are about 230 German companies in Vietnam. Besides big players
like Siemens, Adidas and Bosch, many companies from the German “Mittelstand”
(i.e. SME) have identified Vietnam as a destination for their investment. From
1988 to present 236 German investment projects were approved, totalling $1.34bn.
More than four-fifths of the investment projects are in manufacturing, software
development and telecommunications(2015).
Germany is by far Vietnam’s most important trading partner in Europe. In 2015,
the volume of bilateral trade amounted to a total of €10.3bn, an increase of about
12% compared to the previous year. With imports from Vietnam valuing €8bn and
– decreasing compared to the previous year – exports to Vietnam of €2.3bn, the
trade balance for Vietnam was positive. A further increase is to be expected after
the signing of the FTA with the EU. (Bangkok Post; ICAEW 2016, Vietnamnews)
The importance of Vietnam for Germany and the EU can be concluded from the
fact that – after Singapore (March 2010) and Malaysia (October 2010) – Vietnam
is the third ASEAN country which has such an agreement(2016). Or as Marko
Walde, Chief Representative of German Chamber of Commerce summarized in an
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interview with Vietnam Investment Review on 11th July 2016, “Vietnam is a major
frontier market in ASEAN for German companies”(“Vietnam Investment Review.
FDI allured by a huge single market,” 2016).
The most important Vietnamese exports to Germany are electronics, textiles,
footwear and agricultural products (e.g. coffee and pepper). The main products
imported from Germany are machinery and equipment, motor vehicles and chemical
industry products. Vietnam aims to develop into an industrialized country by
2020(“Vietnam sticks to goal of becoming industrialized country by 2020,” 2014).
The related need for high-order systems will be reflected in a further increase in
demand for machines ‘Made in Germany’.
Germany with its strong economy is situated in the heart of Europe. Vietnam
is a key country in ASEAN, one of the most promising regions in the world.
(Duanemorris, 2015) As mentioned before, last year, both countries celebrated 40
years of diplomatic relations. The cooperation of Vietnamese and Germans can be
described as fruitful and based on mutual respect. Besides the traditional German
orientation towards the other European nations and the USA, the central European
country should use the cordial relations to Vietnam to intensify economic, cultural
and academic cooperation with Vietnam.
Not only does Vietnam represent a remarkable retail market of 90m potential
consumers with a growing middle class but it also serves as an essential bridgehead
for German business to Southeast Asia. With the EU-Vietnamese FTA signed in
2015 (however not yet ratified) Vietnam could use the competitive advantage
within ASEAN to intensify its relations to Germany as its biggest trading partner in
the EU. Due to the promising development and the strong fundament, the GermanVietnamese relations could serve as a role model for the bilateral and multilateral
relations of various countries in the EU and ASEAN.

The Hunger for Energy in Emerging Vietnam
There are various reasons for the economic success throughout ASEAN, particularly
in Vietnam. The economic development goes hand in hand with the demographic
development. With a current population of just over 90m, Vietnam represents the
third largest nation in ASEAN.
Taking into account that it is predicted that Vietnam will have 111m inhabitants by
2050 with a continuous economic growth rate of 5%, a corresponding rise in energy
consumption of the industry and trade sector is to be expected.
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Table 3: ASEAN Population (in million)
Population
Vietnam
Indonesia
Thailand
Singapore
Philippines
Myanmar
Cambodia
Malaysia
Laos
Brunei

Latest
90.73
252.81
67.22
5.47
100.1
53.72
15.4
30.4
6.89
0.42

Reference
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Previous
89.71
249.86
67.01
5.4
98.8
53.26
15.14
29.95
6.77
0.42

Source: IECONOMICS

Just a couple of years ago, overall energy consumption in Vietnam was far from
where it is today. According to Cattelaens, Limbacher, Reinke, Stegmueller, &
Brohm (2015) energy consumption along with the rate of electrification has risen
by more than 300% during the last 25 years alone (p.4). In 1976, only 2.5% of
Vietnam’s rural population had access to electricity. By 2013, those figures changed
dramatically as the electrification rate rose to 98%. Consequently, the behaviour
and attitude of the Vietnamese towards access of electricity changed. Back in 1976,
the per-capita consumption was only 45kW a year. Meier, Vagliasindi, & Imran
(2015) stress that with an average consumption of 1000kW in 2013, each person
now uses more than twenty times of energy than 40 years ago. With those changes,
the need for energy has seen an annual growth of 9% for the last 30 years (p. 43).
In order to satisfy this rapidly growing hunger for energy, the Vietnamese government
pushed for the construction of various types of power generation facilities with
massive investments. On a short and medium-term basis, fossil-fuelled plants are a
quick and reasonable source of the urgently needed energy.
Due to very limited reserves of fossil fuels, however, Vietnam is forced to change
its long-term plans if Hanoi wants to avoid a deficit in the trade balance, as currently
coal and crude oil are being exported on a large scale while refined oil products are
imported. With reserves as high as 6bn tons of coal and 161m tones of petroleum
equalling a capacity of 85 and 10-15 years respectively, the Vietnamese government
is forced to make plans towards a less fossil-dependent energy sector(Meier,
Vagliasindi, & Imran, 2015, p. 5771).
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In order to illustrate goals for the future orientation on the energy market, power
plans are released every couple of years. The latest official Vietnam Power
Development Plan VII (PDPVII) for 2011-2020 has six major goals:


Integrating trends in the energy market into the socio-economic
development strategy of Vietnam in order to ensure a sufficient energy
production



Combining domestic energy resources with a reasonable import of
electricity



Improving the quality of electricity services and adjusting the tariffs
to market mechanisms



Protecting the environment throughout the power sector development



Diversifying the trading of electricity and the form of investment to
develop a competitive power market



Focusing on primary energy resources in each region as well as a further
improvement of rural electrification (Vietnam Power Development
Plan for the 2011-2020 Period) (mayerbrown, 2016)

With a distinct focus on renewable energies, the Vietnamese government aims
for a lower reliance on fossil fuels and focuses more on environmentally friendly
energies. The PDPVII also outlines specific goals concerning the total capacity of
each type of energy generation by 2020 and 2030.
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Figure 1: Overall capacity by 2020 and 2030 split into the different types of energy
generation1
As figure 1 shows, strong efforts are being made to boost renewable energies.
Leaving out hydropower, until recently, “green energies” only accounted for 0.61%
of overall energy production. Until 2030, this figure is set to rise to up to 9.40%,
resulting in an enormous need for investment in this sector in order to realize the
targeted results.
The Vietnamese Power Development Plans, however, have to be seen as a probable
direction rather than stated facts, as the Vietnamese Government tend to change the
“future orientation” years before the new Power Development Plan would be due.
The Revised Power Development Plan, released in 2015 instead of 2020, shows
dramatic changes in terms of technologies to be supported. Here Hanoi plans to
focus more towards photovoltaics while ignoring wind power nearly completely
(GIZ & EAB New Energy).
Sudden changes in the future orientation of the energy market are one vital negative
aspect for investors as long-term investments need a certain degree reliability.

1

http://www.greengrowth-elearning.org/pdf/VietNam-GreenGrowth-Strategy.pdf: p.2.
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German contribution in the growing energy market
The idea of a strong demand not only for financial investments, but also and more
importantly know how, offers international companies in the renewable energy
sector great opportunities to enter the Vietnamese market. Given the fact that green
energies are to represent nearly 10% of Vietnam’s overall energy production in
just 14 years and that those technologies are still in the fledgling stages, SME´s
as well as large enterprises should take advantage of the current momentum.
Internationalizations towards Vietnam are even more attractive than in hardly
any other country due to the Vietnamese government´s efforts to offer privileges
to companies that feed energy generated by using renewable energies into the
Vietnamese power grid in order to attract further investment.
Among other privileges, there are no taxes on imports for goods needed for fixed
assets that cannot be produced in Vietnam. There is significantly easier access to
reasonable loans and a considerably reduced corporate taxation of up to 100% for
the first four years(Tien & Deepak, 2011).
With this given situation, the idea of German investments in the Vietnamese
renewable energy sector suggests itself. With 97GW, Germany has the fourth largest
installed capacity of installed renewable energy facilities, beaten only by Brazil, the
US and China. Comparing the sizes of those countries to Germany, it shows that
renewable energies and wind power in particular play an important role in German
energy policy. With renewable energies accounting for 29% of overall energy
production, the country uses one of the most advanced energy technologies in the
world. As energy politics have changed, however, the rate at which green energies
have grown during the last couple of years has slowed dramatically, subsequently
pushing German companies towards international markets (AG Energiebilanzen).
A prime example of German enterprises in the Vietnamese energy market is Siemens
AG. Having already been active on the Vietnamese market for more than two
decades, Siemens has developed to become the market leader in combined cycle
plants in Vietnam. With high-tech solutions, Siemens delivered for the construction
of several power plants in Vietnam and was able to play an important role in the
realization of Nhon Trach 2 power plant, which is considered the country’s most
efficient power plant. By doing so, Siemens is contributing in a large scale to the
solution of the energy production deficit. Furthermore, another major problem in
the Vietnamese energy market – the inefficient power transmission throughout the
country – could be solved with the implementation of the Siemens SCADA system
which would enhance the transmission capacity of the energy grid in 21 provinces
and cities in southern Vietnam.
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Throughout Germany, strong efforts are made to support companies during their
internationalization processes towards ASEAN. As one of the most renowned ODAconsulting agencies, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) [German association for international cooperation] plays, amongst others,
a major role in learning and change processes. The GIZ: “supports people in
acquiring specialist knowledge, skills and management expertise, […] helps
[sic!] organisations, public authorities and private businesses to optimise their
organisational, managerial and production processes.” Furthermore, they “advise
governments on how to achieve objectives and implement nationwide change
processes by incorporating them into legislation and strategies (GIZ, 2016).”
Serving as contact points in all questions regarding internationalization processes,
numerous associations and companies other than GIZ contribute greatly to German
companies’ successful market entry and further development in Vietnam. These
include the Federal Government of Germany, the German Chambers of Industry
and Commerce (IHK/AHK) and Bayern International among others.
With eight wind power projects and several further projects in the biomass,
hydropower and photovoltaics industry, German contribution to the Vietnamese
market is rising annually. Keeping the stated facts in mind, as well as the
strong efforts of the German government and the German economy to support
internationalization processes, the chances of entering this Southeast Asian market
as a pioneer are more promising than ever before.
Outlook
Along with the irreversible and growing globalization, ASEAN and the EU are
both facing new challenges. The “old economies” in the West have to be prepared
to face stronger competition in the world, especially from emerging countries
like the ASEAN member states, which are hungry for wealth and development.
Transnational organizations and FTA are gaining ground. Managing this
development successfully is a challenge for all players from business to diplomacy,
from NGOs to the individuals. It should be the targeted from all sides to increase
mutual perception and understanding. The creation of a multidisciplinary European
think tank, especially dealing with ASEAN, could be a good solution to focus the
ideas and efforts of the academic sphere connecting it to the existing organizations
like the Chamber of Commerce. In Germany, the European Institute for ASEAN
studies was founded in 2016. It could serve as one new EU bridgehead to ASEAN
(EIFAS 2015).
As far as the energy sector is concerned, Vietnam boasts enormous potential for
foreign investors. There is an immense need for know-how and high-tech solutions,
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which is why Germany and other European countries should focus more intensively
on ASEAN and Vietnam in particular.
Investors’ concerns in terms of legal certainty, corruption etc. are legitimate when
considering investing in countries that may not yet be considered industrialized
countries. However, due to FTA´s, bilateral agreements and the membership of
Vietnam in the WTO, AEC etc., risks are slowly but steadily falling away while
the chances remain high. Strong efforts are being made by German politics, the
economy as well as the academic network to intensify the relations with ASEAN
and Vietnam, as the momentum is more promising than ever before. The help offered
in various ways for SME´s is paving the way towards a fruitful internationalization.
This becomes even more relevant when considering the fact that non-European
countries have started to recognize the potential of this aspiring economic area.
Nonetheless, investors must be clear on the fact that the Vietnamese Government is
perhaps even more influential on its own economy than most European countries.
Sudden of unexpected changes in politics can quickly change the environment,
even if the rising cooperation with western economies tend to slow down that
effect. The current plans show the intention of the government to support FDI
with strong efforts; still, even that tendency might possibly change. Those facts,
however, could be found in most “non-industrialized” countries, which offer fewer
opportunities than ASEAN. In either way, ASEAN is too important for Europe to
be overlooked in the 21st – the Pacific – Century, that is why German FDI in the
renewable energy sector would be one way to strengthen the cooperation between
both economies and to work as a trailblazer for future investments.
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Opinion
THE SINO-US RELATIONS – RECALIBRATION OR
REPETITION?
Qi Lin
Elliott School of International Affairs
George Washington University, USA

“The Chinese grab for fossil fuels or its military competition for naval control is
not a challenge but rather a boost for the US Asia-Pacific –even an overall– posture.
Calibrating the contraction of its overseas projection and commitments – some
would call it managing the decline of an empire – the US does not fail to note that
nowadays half of the world’s merchant tonnage passes though the South China Sea.
Therefore, the US will exploit any regional territorial dispute and other frictions to
its own security benefit, including the costs sharing of its military presence with the
local partners, as to maintain pivotal on the maritime edge of Asia that arches from
the Persian Gulf to the Indian Ocean, Malacca, the South and East China Sea up to
the northwest–central Pacific. Is China currently acting as a de facto fundraiser
for the US?”– Professor Anis H. Bajrektarevic famously asked in his policy paper
‘What China wants for Asia: 1975 or 1908?’.
Contextualizing the challenge, hereby a fresh take on the issue.			
		
The U.S. pivot to the Asia-Pacific in Obama Administration has
concentrated on reinforcing traditional alliances, redeploying Navy forces, and
creating multilateral cooperation mechanisms, such as Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP). Unfortunately, mounting suspicions have undermined the Sino-U.S.
relationship and stability and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific.
Washington needs to take a larger, more constructive approach. It needs not only
to engage China but use U.S. leverage to influence China to act in a parallel
fashion. U.S. interests in the Asia-Pacific rely on regional stability and require a
compatible China. The focus of U.S. policy toward China needs to become a winwin relationship.
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In September 2016, Obama and President Xi agreed to work together to
constructively manage differences and decided to expand and deepen cooperation.
This path is promising:


Greater trust. When the United States emphasizes engaging China in multilateral
frameworks it leads, both will be less skeptical about each other’s ambition.
Therefore, the inclusion of China in the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
becomes important, and the establishment of new security structure with China
to share the U.S. defense responsibilities. The invitation for Chinese Navy to
participate in the Rime of the Pacific Exercise later in 2016 is a likely step
forward in this direction.



Pragmatic values. Beijing’s political challenges push Chinese leaders to put
their priority on domestic growth and stability. Accommodating to U.S. policy
preferences enables China to retain stability with a restless populace. Better
Sino-U.S. relations take pressure off the US Navy’s budget and even provide the
United States an opportunity to reinforce its strength on dealing with security
challenges, like nuclear nonproliferation in the North Korea.



A more manageable regional security order. Statements by President Obama
in support of a One-China policy and a resolution between maritime claimants
reassure China that the U.S. will not act as a regional trouble-maker. The
statements by President Xi that China is not interested in pursuing hegemony
prevent China sabotaging the current security order. A wider strategic dialogue
will improve the Pentagon’s ability to assess China’s military capabilities. Risks
of miscalculation will be reduced.

America’s allies and China’s neighbors may feel less secure when China and
the United States get along. Yet their confidence will rebound as both countries
develop a shared understanding of responsibilities, and create more development
opportunities. All will become stakeholders in better U.S.-China bilateral relations.
The U.S. and China should make every effort to move forward to a beneficial
partnership. Neither party wants confrontation and conflict. Both realize how much
is at stake, and how much they have to gain from a successful, stable relationship.
China’s future membership in TPP, dialogue and cooperation between the Pentagon
and China’s military, and a pragmatic approach to managing regional differences
points the way to a better future. Both the United States and China want and deserve
an Asia-Pacific region that is prosperous and secure.
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